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Variety of technologies along with the mechanisms for their implementations have been developed in 
order to pursue possible improvements in the performance and efficiency of gasoline engines. Yet, 
most of the commonly used techniques, such as the cam-based variable valve timings (VVT) and 
variable compression ratio (VCR), are realized by different kinds of complicated mechanisms, 
providing an extended but still relatively limited adjustability, for attaining improved valve timings 
and different engine cycles according to the varying working conditions of the engine. 
The hydraulic variable valve actuation (HVVA) system, however, can provide greater freedoms to 
the engine valve motions than most of the traditional cam-based valve train systems do. By 
considering the characteristics of the HVVA system, the strategies of putting its outstanding 
flexibilities into use for further improving the performances of gasoline engines with respect to power 
and fuel economy are developed in this research. By utilizing the flexibility offered by the HVVA 
system, a set of new valve motion strategies is developed for realizing an unthrottled engine load 
control.  
In this research, the late exhaust valve closure (LEVC) and early intake valve closure (EIVC) 
strategies are adopted at the same time for granting the engine an internal exhaust gas recirculation 
(IEGR) feature and together evolved into a tunable IEGR scheme for fulfilling the partial engine 
loads without throttling. Alternatively, the realization to the proposed variable Atkinson cycle (VAC), 
which is realized by late intake valve closures (LIVCs), can also achieve the same goal of unthrottled 
engine load control for partial load operations. 
Moreover, an HVVA engine model is proposed and built in GT-suite, which is able to capture the 
interdependencies of the HVVA system and the engine operations, and is as well carefully calibrated 
by experimental data acquired from individual bench tests of the HVVA system and the baseline 
engine. The HVVA engine in this research is a converted from a baseline single-cylinder engine and 
is able to carry out a variable Otto cycle (VOC) at full engine load operations for achieving higher 
power performance while realizing a variable Atkinson cycle (VAC) or a tunable IEGR feature at 
partial engine load operations for gaining better fuel economy without having any further 
modifications or attaching additional components to the engine.  
In addition, a set of genetic algorithm (GA)-based optimization schemes is also developed for 
identifying the proper operating parameters of the HVVA engine when adopting any of the proposed 
 
 vi 
engine operation schemes. A MATLAB-Simulink and GT-Suite coupling simulation structure is 
proposed for carrying out the GA approaches. Furthermore, these GA optimizers are designed to be 
capable of maintaining their proper functionality while non-linear constraints are taken into 
considerations.  
By running the HVVA engine with the optimized operating parameters identified by the proposed 
GA optimizations, noticeable improvements on the engine outputs at full load operations and fuel 
economy at partial load operations are revealed. Benefited from the features of the HVVA system, the 
tunings of the HVVA engine can be flexibly customized to fulfill any requirements towards different 
desired engine characteristics. 
At last, with the corresponding operating parameters be optimized by the proposed GA 
optimization techniques, all the proposed HVVA valve motion strategies are carried out by an actual 
prototype HVVA engine and are qualitatively validated by experiments. The experimental results are 
showing expected outcomes on the improvements to the engine's power and fuel economy 
performances under corresponding operations. A power improvement of 12.3% is noticed from the 
experiments by running the HVVA engine in the proposed VOC operation at the exemplary 1000rpm 
engine speed. In addition, comparing to the throttled operation of the baseline engine, the experiment 
studies show also the HVVA engine is able to run with leaner air-fuel mixtures to achieve the same 
desired partial engine load operations by adopting the IEGR scheme or the VAC operation. With an 
adopted air-fuel ratio (AFR) of 16.1 for the IEGR scheme and 16.3 for the VAC scheme, the engine 
could realize the same exemplary speed-load operation of 1000rpm/5.2Nm, while the baseline engine 
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As is well known, the engine valve motions, both timings and lifts, play a significant role in the 
resultant engine performances. They bring direct influences to engine pumping losses, in-cylinder 
turbulence and cylinder charge, that can lead to a considerable impact on the engine outputs, 
efficiency, and emissions [30]. Since the motion of the engine valves determines the cycle pattern of 
the air flow, it has dominating impacts to the engine's air exchange process, which affects not only the 
resultant volumetric efficiency (VE) [28], but also the subsequent combustion process. Thusly, the 
adoption to a set of proper valve motions is considered as one of the most essential and direct ways 
for achieving the desired engine performances [51]. However, since most of the commonly used 
valve trains, which are mostly cam-based, are only accompanied with very limited and discontinuous 
adjustability or even completely not adjustable [33-38], the provided valve motions are incompetent 
to meet the requirement of being consecutively adaptive to the varying of the engine working 
conditions, which is crucial when trying to optimize the engine performances as much as possible in 
terms of any chosen aspect with respect to any current-running speed-load operation of the engine.  
With the development of the valve train technologies, the flexibility provided by the valve systems 
has become higher and higher, and transcended the quantitative changes into qualitative changes. 
With it, not only the air exchange process of the engine could be better optimized for traditional 
engine operations, but also different engine cycles and operating techniques could be realized. Hence, 
the engine performance should be able to be further improved in terms of power, fuel economy, and 
even emissions by properly taking advantage of the new features of highly flexible valve trains. 
 
1.2 Research Objectives 
With the most commonly used cam-based valve train systems, even functioned with a variable valve 
timing (VVT) feature, the valve opening timings and closing timings cannot be fully and 
simultaneously optimized in a continues manner across the entire engine speed range. Hence, the 
tunings of the engine can only lay single emphasis on or make sacrifices among different required 
characteristics of the engine. In another word, most of the these engines can only be designed for 
either achieving higher power performance or gaining better fuel economy, or most likely accepting a 
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balanced or favored tradeoff in between, via designing the accordingly fit cam profiles since the valve 
motions will restrictedly follow the cam profiles no matter if VVT or multiple cam sets are 
incorporated in the valve train systems. Hence, the engine performance is not able to be optimized to 
a full extent at all speed-load operating points and is only allowed to be tuned towards certain pre-
determined engine characteristics. 
Considering these limitations and knowing the unrevealed potentials of fully flexible valve train 
systems, the goal of developing a series of new engine valve motion strategies for achieving different 
and better-optimized engine performances from utilizing a fully flexible valve train is set for this 
research. Differ from the cam-based VVT systems, the hydraulic variable valve actuation (HVVA) 
system developed in [1] can provide a full flexibility in terms of alternations to the valve timings, 
opening durations, and even lifts in a continuous manner to better match the valve motions to the 
engine operations. These features gained from the variable valve actuations could not only bring 
benefits to the engines that are naturally-aspirated, but also to the turbo- and super- charged ones. 
In this research, a single-cylinder spark-ignition (SI) 4-stroke gasoline engine is chosen as the 
exemplary test engine that mounted with the HVVA system for revealing and studying the potentials 
of the HVVA system on further improving the engine performances in terms of power and fuel 
economy. To achieve this main objective, the work of this research is to be carried out by 
accomplishing the sub-objectives that are sorted in the following: 
 After acquiring sufficient understandings to the characteristics and all the potential benefits of the 
HVVA system, principle studies on how would the HVVA system and its flexibility help the 
engine to improve its performance will be conducted. In addition, by considering the dynamics of 
the HVVA system, the main differences between the resultant valve lift profiles and how the valve 
timings to be controlled from using the HVVA system and the traditional cam-based will be 
addressed.   
 Base valve motion strategies will be proposed according to the above-studied principles and will 
be roughly checked in a qualitative manner via a set of preliminary simulations performed by a 
simplified volumetric efficiency (VE) estimation model. Although this VE estimation model is 
only able to simulate the gas exchange processes upon given valve lift profiles and may not be 
capable of capturing the system behaviours of the HVVA system, the simulation results will still 
be very much valuable for providing us preliminary inspections and tendency predictions over the 
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resultant pumping losses, cylinder charges, and etc., when adopting the proposed base valve 
motion strategies. 
  The HVVA system and the test engine will be modeled, and together evolving into a converted 
HVVA engine with both the modeled HVVA system and the baseline calibrated test engine. The 
engine will be calibrated separately through a series of individual bench tests. Modeling of the 
converted HVVA engine is actually quite different from modeling the baseline engine, which uses 
a cam-based valve train, due to the interdependency between the HVVA system and the in-
cylinder states of the engine needs to be reflected, which is one of the most different and unique 
features of the HVVA engine comparing to the cam-based engines. 
 Different developed engine valve motion strategies, which are composed of the afore-validated 
base valve motion strategies, will be formed for pursuing better engine performances in terms of 
improving the engine output at full load operations and lowering the fuel consumption at partial 
load operations by carrying out adaptive valve motions and distinct engine cycles. Meanwhile, a 
set of model-based optimization procedures will be introduced and conducted for each of the 
proposed strategies to quantitatively identify the corresponding operating parameters of the 
HVVA engine. 
 An actual prototype HVVA engine will be eventually built and be set on a configurable platform 
for the purpose of experimental validations. A full set of the HVVA system and the counterpart 
engine components will be re-designed and manufactured for meeting the requirements and 
quality standard of the designed experiments. For the sake of gaining the features of fulfilling full 
spark angle (SA) control and air-fuel ratio (AFR) control, which the baseline engine does not 
contain but are required for validating the optimized results, an electrical sparking module and an 
electrical fuel injection system will be replacing the default mechanical sparking system and the 
carburettor of the baseline engine. Optimized results will then be verified at several typical 
sampling points of the engine's operation. 
Eventually, in terms of applications, the work of this research can be used for providing a set of 
developed strategies for unthrottled HVVA engine controls, as well as the optimization techniques for 
identifying the corresponding operating parameters. A set of look-up tables for all the considered 
operating parameters of the engine could be generated offline by the optimization approaches 
proposed in this research, and embedded into the engine control unit (ECU) for real-time 
implementations. This actually can grant the engine with a configurable feature in terms of its tunings 
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that could make the same type of engine be able to enclose multiple characteristics without making 
any physical modifications to the engine components for handling different implementations with 
distinct preferences and requirements over the engine's performances. In fact, it can also become 
much easier when the engine needs to update its current tunings and make possible of the engine to be 
further fine-tuned by switching among up to as-many-as-needed pre-tuned operating modes that are 
with only slight differences from each other over the desired characteristics. Furthermore, the HVVA 
engine is also capable of realizing different engine cycles or switching on-and-off over the internal 
exhaust gas recirculation (IEGR) functionality during its running by means of the highly responsive 
and fully adjustable valve motions.  
1.3 Thesis Outline 
To make a clear scope view to the structure of this thesis, all the 8 chapters and their core contents are 
briefly introduced as follows: 
Chapter 1 gives a general introduction to the very primal motivation of this research along with the 
overall goal that is set according to it. This final goal is also elaborated and broken down into several 
sub-objectives that corresponded with further explanations. 
In Chapter 2, starting with a brief background introduction, typical existing technologies of the 
valve trains and the HVVA system are introduced. Different types of valve motion strategies and their 
implementations for improving the engine performances are also presented along with the 
methodologies and optimization techniques for identifying the corresponding parameters. 
Chapter 3 reveals and explains the potentials of the HVVA system, then accordingly, proposes and 
describes the base valve motion strategies for improving the engine performances from using the 
HVVA system. Feasibility validations over these proposed base valve motion strategies are also 
performed via a VE estimation model in this chapter. Subsequently, these base valve motion 
strategies are evolved into the proposed HVVA engine valve motion strategies for fulfilling un-
throttled load control, which can grant the engine with better-optimized performances over its power 
and fuel efficiency for full load and partial load operations, respectively. 
Chapter 4 presents a detailed explanation to the MATLAB-Simulink and GT-Suite co-simulation 
model of the HVVA single cylinder gasoline engine, which is not only designed with high 
configurability, but also built in such way for the purpose of being able to carry out the later-proposed 
optimization procedures to achieve un-throttled engine load control.  
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Chapter 5 introduces the proposed genetic algorithm (GA)-based optimization schemes for 
identifying the optimal considered HVVA engine operating parameters for full load and partial load 
operations. The optimizations are set towards the objectives of maximizing engine output at full load 
and minimizing the brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) at partial load operations under different 
corresponding constraints. 
Chapter 6 summarizes and shows the optimized results of the HVVA engine, and makes 
comparisons between the performances of the baseline engine and the optimized HVVA engine. 
Corresponding analyses are also provided with further explanations. 
Chapter 7 shows the actual set-up of the HVVA engine test bench, which is built for verifying the 
proposed HVVA valve motion strategies, and demonstrates the collected results obtained from the 
experimental validations achieved by the optimized parameters. 





Literature Review  
2.1 Background and Fundamentals 
As is well known, the engine valve motions, both timings and lifts, play a significant role in the 
resultant engine performances. They bring direct influences to engine pumping losses, in-cylinder 
turbulence and cylinder charge, that can lead to a considerable impact on engine outputs, efficiency 
and emissions.  
In modern engine valve systems, not only the valve trains have become more and more diverse in 
their designs and driven techniques, but also their flexibilities have been considerably improved 
together with their designs. A higher valve actuation flexibility, generally, means that the engine 
valves could acquire wider variations regarding their lifts, opening and closing timings, or even 
following different pre-designed valve lift profiles. A valve train with higher flexibility could provide 
the potential of a better matching between the valve motions and the engine demands under different 
working conditions with respect to power, fuel economy or emissions. The characteristics of the valve 
motions, however, are mostly determined by the nature and design of the valve train. To improve the 
engine performances, many researchers and scholars studied and developed different valve motion 
strategies restricted to the certain characteristics and flexibility limits of different valve trains. 
For gasoline engines, the famous thermodynamic operating cycle, known as the Otto cycle (OC), 
has been widely used for 4-stroke piston-crank-mechanism engines, especially for civic automobile 
industries. However, due to the crisis of the global warming and depletion of the fossil fuels, the 
conventional OC engines are gradually wading into the situation of having poorer and poorer matches 
to the tightening demands of pursuing higher efficiency and lower emissions of the modern 
automobile industries. 
The electrification of the vehicles, however, offers solutions to these demands. On one hand, for 
pure electric vehicles, despite their great advantages on lowing emissions and the use of renewable 
energy source, there are still many limitations, such as the relatively lower power density storage of 
the power bank and inadequacy of the infrastructures, extensive charging durations and high overall 
costs [2,3]. The hybrid vehicles, on the other hand, is a more suitable and cost-efficient solution to 
meet the reality of nowadays use [4]. The output from the electric motors of the hybrid vehicles can 
compensate the trade-off between the maximum power and optimum efficiency of the engine. In 
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another word, while maintaining or slightly sacrificing the desired maximum power of the overall 
output, the engine is allowed to optimize its efficiency at the most frequent operating load points at 
the cost of lowering its maximum power. Therefore, the goal of pursuing higher efficiency and 
reserving fuels is becoming more and more crucial for the engine industries nowadays, especially for 
those of the hybrid vehicles. 
2.1.1 Gas Exchange and Combustion Processes of IC Engines 
For the IC engines, diesel or gasoline, one of the most important factors that affect the engine 
performances is the in-cylinder gas exchange process. For full load operations, a better gas exchange 
process can be generally explained as a better exhaust performance to clear out the exhaust gas more 
completely during the exhaust process, and a better intake performance to fill the cylinder with more 
fresh charge during the intake process that could together contribute to a greater VE. For partial load 
operations, optimizing the gas exchange process could result in less pumping work losses from both 
the intake and exhaust processes, which would eventually lead to a higher engine efficiency and 
benefit in less resultant fuel consumptions. 
Moreover, the gas exchange process not only has a direct effect on the engine performance, but 
also significantly influences the combustion process of engines, especially for those advanced 
combustion techniques that require accurate controls over such process [5]. As a matter of fact, beside 
the geometrical design of any IC engine, it is actually the combined behavior of these two processes 
that dominates the engine performances for the gas exchange and the combustion processes are 
closely bonded to each other. Hence, sufficient understandings to the combustion process are also 
required in this research for ensuring that there would be no violations to the combustion principles 
and no causes to abnormal combustions when trying to optimize the gas exchange process in the later 
part of this research. 
As shown in Figure 2.1, a typical illustration to the relationship between the gas exchange process 
and the combustion process of a modern diesel engine that equipped with a variable valve actuation 
(VVA) feature is presented as an example [6] to better demonstrate the interdependency of these 
processes. 
Although it can be seen from the figure that the gas exchange process might also be affected by 
some added external components, such as the variable geometry turbocharger (VGT) nozzle position 
and the EGR valve position, the valve motions, however, are remaining as the most crucial aspect to 
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the gas exchange process. Furthermore, it is also clear to notice that the engine performance, in terms 
of outputs, emissions, fuel economy and etc., are resulted by the overall outcome of the gas exchange 
and combustion processes. Therefore, due to the recognition to the importance of the gas exchange 
and combustion processes for IC engines, a lot of related research has been conducted.  
 
Figure 2.1 Illustration on relationship between the gas exchange process and the combustion 
process of a modern diesel engine [6] 
On one hand, many studies were made on developing gas exchange models. Devesh Upadhyay [7] 
built a gas exchange model based on the sliding mode control technique, however, no solid validation 
from experiments was shown. J.Wang [5] also developed a control-technique-based model for 
describing the gas exchange process, but only performed very limited validations of the model under 
two prearranged test engine speeds. It should be noted that these two models are both not capable of 
modeling the gas exchange processes with variable valve actuations. R. Fairbrother et al. [8] proposed 
a combined model for gas exchange and combustion processes based on full engine cycle simulation 
under different valve timing. However, the experimental validation results they presented were 
coming from indirect measurements and the data was also very limited. 
On the other hand, based on the fundamentals of the combustion process of IC engines [9,10], 
investigations on ignition and flame propagations were also widely conducted for studying engine 
combustion processes. Topics over the study of abnormal combustion processes and their causes are 
always the focus of research on spark-ignition (SI) engine combustion processes. In [11-14] the most 
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typical and common known abnormal combustion processes, namely the knocking and super-
knocking combustions, were studied. These abnormal combustions are both caused by self-ignition of 
the pre-mixed air-fuel mixture due to the high temperature and pressure at a single or multiple 
discrete locations inside the cylinder [15]. Therefore, the knockings could be resulted from an 
inappropriate gas exchange process, especially when incautiously implementing the EGR technique 
[16]. The swirling flow can also affect the combustion process for IC engines, especially those direct 
fuel inject (DI) engines that require an organized swirl for making the fuel to be spread and better 
mixed with the charged air according to specific requirements [17]. 
2.1.2 Volumetric Efficiency Estimation 
As the engine valve motions bring dominating impacts to the volumetric efficiency, which is 
considered as one of the most significant argument for evaluating the engine gas exchange processes 
and significantly affecting the engine performance, a lot of researchers dedicated their efforts on the 
VE modeling and estimations. 
The volumetric efficiency was defined by Charles Fayette Taylor [18] as the actual charged mass 
of the charge mixture over its theoretical mass that fills up the piston displacement volume under the 
state of the intake manifold. Concerning the modeling and estimation to the volumetric efficiency, a 
variety of techniques and algorithms were studied in the past.  
J. Chauvin et al. [19] used the experimental data from the engine tests and built up a 2-D lookup 
table for estimating the volumetric efficiency. The estimation results were found based on the two 
inputs of engine speed and the pressure within the intake manifold. Two years later, T. Leroy et al. 
[20] built a model for estimating the fresh air charge and residual gas fraction using three 2-D lookup 
tables that can capture the change of the air charge outcomes under different intake and exhaust valve 
closing timings. E. Hendricks et al. [21] used a function of engine speed, intake temperature, and 
pressure to model the volumetric efficiency while Ove F. Storset et al. [22] deduced their own 
function for the same task but for turbo-charged diesel engines. However, their model could not be 
implemented for engines with EGR features. Mrdjan Jankovic et al. [23] and G. De Nicolao et al. [24] 
developed a parametrical model that uses a polynomial function of fourth order to describe the 
volumetric efficiency based on the states of the intake manifold. 
"Grey-box" or even "Black-box" models are also widely considered for volumetric efficiency 
estimation. Apart from the studies that use lookup tables as mentioned above, a multi-layer perception 
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neural network model was also implemented for volumetric efficiency estimation [24]. In 1986, 
Hamid B. Servati et al. [25] developed a regression model for volumetric efficiency estimation using 
6 tunable parameters for an engine without VVT. An on-line estimation technique is used by 
Alexander Stotsky et al. [26], who introduced an input observer to better estimate the intake air mass. 
Also, other observer techniques were brought into this field of research. Gilles Corde et al. [27] used 
a  Luenberger observer to estimate the air charge mass from observed charge dynamics of the engine.  
A physically based approach was proposed by L. Kocher et al. [28], who developed a model that 
estimates the volumetric efficiency from an aspect of energy flow during the engine intake process. 
The energy flow from heat transfer and piston work were taken into their consideration. An analytical 
volumetric efficiency model for mean-value engine models was proposed by Turin, R. et al. [29]. 
Their model was designed for a cam-phasing VVA system and manages to estimate the volumetric 
efficiency according to the energy flow during the intake process. 
2.2 VVT and VVA Systems 
Research on the developments of the variable valve timing (VVT) and variable valve actuation (VVA) 
systems of engines has been conducted for many decades. It has been pointed out that better engine 
performance could be obtained if the valve timing could be adjusted and optimized according to the 
actual engine speed and load [30]. There are many different kinds of mechanisms that were developed 
for achieving the VVT or VVA. In the detailed review by Dresner, T. and Barkan, P. [31], a variety 
of valve timing changing and shifting mechanisms together with their features are well documented 
and classified. In this section, some typical VVT and VVA systems are reviewed, followed by the 
introduction to the HVVA system. 
2.2.1 Common Types of the VVT and VVA Systems 
For most of the cam-based VVT and VVA systems, the valve timing can be altered from a variety of 
different mechanisms that shift the cam-to-crank angle, and the valve lift can also be changed. 
However, these changes are limited from using axially varying cam profiles or switching different 
sets of cams [31,32]. Figure 2.2 demonstrates a group of well-known techniques and mechanisms that 




Figure 2.2 Typical cam-based VVT and VVA systems [33-38] 
(a. Mitsubishi MIVEC [33] b. Audi Valvelift [34] c. VarioCam Plus [35] 
d. Honda VTEC [36] e. BMW VANOS [37] f. Nissan VVEL [38]) 
Since these VVT and VVA systems are all cam-based, functioning by either cam switching or 
phase shifting methods, the flexibility they could provide is always limited due to the nature of the 
cam-based valve trains that the valve lift would always follow the contour of the engaged cam set. 
Hence they are not able to perform free alternations to the valve motions in terms of valve timings 
and opening durations in a continuous manner. 
For camless valve trains, the flexibility of the valve motion events and the valve lift characteristics 
could be quite different based on their designs and driven methods [39,40]. For instance, the opening 
and closing profiles may appear to be more gradual from using the hydraulic or pneumatic valve 







systems may generally provide a quicker response and higher accelerations, while the system initiates 
any valve lift changes [41-44]. Figure 2.3 shows the examples of camless valve systems. 
 
Figure 2.3 Exemplary camless valve systems [45,46] 
(a. Electro-pneumatic FreeValve system [45] b. Electromagnet valve system [46]) 
2.2.2 The HVVA System 
The hydraulic variable valve actuation system, which is adopted in this research for providing the 
valve motions with a full adjustability, was originally designed in [1,47], the inventors use a pair of 
spool valve mechanisms in cooperation of two phase shifters that each driven by a servo motor to 
control the timings of one engine valve at a full flexibility. 
As shown in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5, the engine valve is attached to a hydraulic piston which is 
actuated by the pressurized oil that flows through the spool valves, while the spool shaft is driven by 
the pulley that obtains its rotary motion proportionally from the crankshaft of the engine. Once the 
spool port of the high-pressure spool valve (HPSV) reaches its tangent position angle (TPA) to the 





respect to different references, but in this research, it is depicted in the corresponding crank angle 
(CA) degrees. The pressurized oil charges into the hydraulic cylinder through the casing port during 
the opening duration of the HPSV, and pushes the engine valve to open. The oil then traps within the 
hydraulic cylinder and the engine valve maintains its position once the HPSV is closed until the low-
pressure spool valve (LPSV) opens. The engine valve starts to close as the LPSV gets to its TPA, the 
trapped oil will then be released from the hydraulic cylinder through the LPSV port by the returning 
spring of the engine valve. The angular position of the spool ports with respect to their casing ports 
can be freely changed by the E-motors, which grants the capability of altering the timing and opening 
duration of each single engine valve without interfering with those of the other valves. The valve lift 
is controlled by the pressure at the upper stream of the HPSV, and such pressure is built and 
maintained by an oil pump and an accumulator. With these features, this HVVA system can grant the 
engine with fully flexible valve motions in terms of valve timings, opening durations and lifts. 
 
Figure 2.4 Schematic drawing of the HVVA system [47] 
In addition, the hydraulic piston adopts an adjustable cushioning at both ends of its travel to shave 
the speed when contact with the hard stops. This grants the potential of letting the engine valves to 
travel at a higher maximum linear velocity without causing serious impacts and bouncing at their 
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stops. In another word, the rising and seating motions of the valves may take place within even 
shorter durations in terms of the crank angle degrees under any engine speeds. 
 
Figure 2.5 The rotary spool valve construction [47] 
2.3 Techniques for Pursuing Better Engine Performances 
The potential benefits that could be brought to the engine performance from adopting a VVT or VVA 
system can be mainly concluded in the aspects of power, fuel economy and emissions. Many 
researchers have deduced their own valve motion strategies for a specific type of the VVT or VVA 
system and investigated their practical improvements that could be contributed to the engine 
performance [48-50]. 
2.3.1 Implementations of Different Valve Motion Strategies 
Over the past decades, different strategies to the intake valve lifts, timings and durations in order to 
improve spark-ignition (SI) engine performance from using VVA systems were studied and 
documented [51], with both theoretical and experimental results been investigated and presented [52], 
showing how different intake valve actuation configurations affect the residual gas fraction (RGF), 
intake gas velocity during the intake process and pumping losses etc. One of the most widely used 
technique is the multi-mode change-over VVT that the valve train consists of multiple sets of 
different cams. Hatano, K et al. [53] developed a multi-mode VVT engine, which can switch between 
cam sets that provide different valve timings, durations and lifts to reach a better engine performance 
under different working conditions. They claimed that the engine with this VVT demonstrates a fuel 
economy improvement up 16% during the Japanese test driving cycle.  
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Alternatively, the VVT systems that enable a consecutive motion to the cam phase shifting can 
further optimize the engine performance within a continuous range of engine speeds and loads 
[54,55]. Meanwhile, the features of the IEGR and the capability of performing different engine cycles 
are granted to the engines along with the improved adjustability to the valve motions [56]. As a 
matter of fact, the implementation of IEGR is proved to be effective on improving the fuel economy 
of the engine due to the bringing of the reductions to the pumping losses and the concessions to lean 
mixture combustions [57,58]. 
 
Figure 2.6 In-cylinder P-V diagrams for pumping cycle at different VVT configurations [54] 
 
Figure 2.7 Calculated SFC comparison between pure throttle load control and 
throttle-VVT load control [54] 
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Seen from Figure 2.6 as an example, which shows the in-cylinder P-V diagram shown in the 
research conducted by G. Fontana et al. [54], it can be noticed that the pumping work has been 
decreased from implementing their VVT strategy under different retarding angles of the valve timings. 
The reductions on the specific fuel consumption (SFC) resulted by their throttle-VVT load control 
strategy are shown in Figure 2.7. 
Similarly, in the research by F. Bonatesta et al. [55], a variable camshaft timing (VCT) strategy was 
proposed and been implemented on two small-capacity SI engines. A theoretical best strategy they 
found was able to reduce the BSFC by over 8% for the port fuel injection (PFI) engine while a 
maximum BSFC reduction was noticed at approximately 5% for the gasoline direct injection (GDI) 
engine. Their concluded graphical fuel-economy VCT strategies for the PFI and GDI engines are 
presented in Figure 2.8. 
 
Figure 2.8 Graphical fuel-economy VCT strategies for the PFI and GDI engines [55] 
The rebreathing strategies, on the other hand, grant a second opening to either exhaust or intake 
valves [60-62]. These strategies provide an IEGR process during the engine gas exchange strokes to 
let the engine breathe back a portion of the exhaust gas. The IEGR is formed by either the gas 
backflow at the intake valves during exhaust strokes or direct inspiration through exhaust valves 
during intake strokes. The results from applying these strategies show a tendency of the incomplete 
combustion losses could become higher as the IEGR rate increases. In the detailed research by 
Manuel A. et al. [62], major impacts obtained from implementing the rebreathing strategy are 
observed in their experiments showing fuel conservation has increased by 0.3-0.5%, and HC emission 
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has reduced by 10-20% over the FTP75 cycle. The summarized results showing the comparisons 
between the LIVC and the rebreathing strategies from their research are shown in Figure 2.9. 
 
Figure 2.9 Comparisons over the summarized results between implementing 
the LIVC and the rebreathing VVA strategies [62] 
Another VVA strategy, the pre-lift intake valve strategy, was proposed by V. De Bellis et al. [59] 
for the implementations on camless engines. This strategy introduces a constant small intake valve lift 
during the exhaust stroke and creates an increased valve overlap from utilizing a fully flexible VVA 
system, which reveals the potential of lowering the BSFC and gas-dynamic noises at partial engine 
load. The engine was then modeled by GT-Power and ModFRONTIER to see how their pre-lift 
strategy influences its performance.  
As shown in Figure 2.10, the valve pre-lift height h and duration over crank angle degrees ∆𝜃 from 
their proposed strategy can be freely adjusted. Furthermore, due to the effective compression ratio 
(ECR) of the engine was increased from implementing the pre-lift strategy, higher delivered torque at 





Figure 2.10 Valve Lift Profiles with Different Pre-lift Parameters [59] 
In addition to the common strategies for throttled engines, studies on fulfilling partial engine load 
via using VVT and VVA systems instead of throttling are also one of the greatest focuses in 
developing VVT and VVA strategies. With all kinds of valve driven systems and mechanisms, a 
variety of valve motion strategies for achieving this goal have been compared and documented [63]. 
It has been pointed out that the engine load can actually be controlled by postponing the valve timings 
to carry out an IEGR or a reverse Miller cycle, which take effects as penalties to the resultant VE by 
the end of the intake process [54]. 
 The IEGR effect can also be achieved by increasing the RGF from creating a negative valve 
overlap of the intake and exhaust valves that retains the burned gas within the cylinder during the 
exhaust stroke [64]. Cairns, A. et al. [65] implemented an internal and external combined EGR under 
partial load operations for improving fuel consumption. Also, by engaging the EGR, reductions on 
the CO2 emission was noticed at up to 17% along with the HC and CO emissions been decreased by 
up to 80% under full load operations. 
Alternatively, a more commonly used technique is to introduce an EIVC or an LIVC to the valve 
motions. An EIVC makes the engine take less fresh charge into the cylinder and results in a lower 
pumping loss, hence could help the engine to lower its BSFC at partial load. However, the HC 
emissions could become higher [66]. The LIVC operation allows a portion of the fresh charge to be 
pushed back into the intake manifold. This not only reduces the VE but also brings down the ECR 
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during the engine cycle and the temperature of the in-cylinder mixture before ignitions [67]. Although 
LIVC benefits in lowering pumping losses and nitric oxide emissions while receiving a similar HC 
emissions [68], the BSFC, for a multi-cylinder engine, might become higher under a low engine load 
with a high LIVC degree, due to the fact that the back-flowed flammable mixture within the intake 
manifold could be redistributed to other cylinders [69]. However, the LIVC shows advantages over 
the EIVC on preventing the engine from knock at high partial loads and achieving higher heat release 
rate at low partial loads [70]. Furthermore, the heat release rate and the combustion process could 
become relatively lower and slower, respectively, because of the turbulent motion of the charge could 
be significantly slowed down at low engine loads while employing an EIVC [71,72]. 
In order to put these strategies into use and understand the actual effects from their 
implementations on engines, a lot of studies and experiments were conducted. Tuttle, J. [66,68] 
conducted detailed research on controlling engine load with EIVC and LIVC strategies on the basis of 
a cam-based VVT system. The results showed that the indicated specific fuel consumption could be 
brought down by approximately 7% and 5% when adopting the EIVC and LIVC strategies, 
respectively, at 3.5-4 bars of the indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP). Similarly, by using a 
cam-less VVT system, R. Patel et al. [74] adopted both the EIVC and LIVC techniques for the load 
control of the engine and made a comparison. In their research, without causing a serious 
deterioration on the emissions, a 6% reduction on the indicated specific fuel consumption is realized. 
However, not only the intake valve timing matters to the engine performances but also the exhaust 
valve timing brings influences to the power and efficiency of the engine. In the theoretical study by E. 
Sher and T. Bar-Kohany [75], the engine could receive an increment of its maximum power by 6% 
and a decrement on the BSFC by up to 13% after optimizing both the intake and exhaust valve 
timings. 
2.3.2 Realizations to VCR and Over-expansion Engine Cycles 
Apart from the abovementioned valve motion strategies, the realizations to variable compression ratio 
(VCR) and over-expansion engine cycles via VVT are also considered as the most frequently used 
techniques nowadays for lowering the engine’s fuel consumption [73]. 
Theoretically speaking, for OC engines, a greater compression ratio would lead to a higher thermal 
efficiency according to the thermal efficiency equation of the ideal OC [9]. In practice, however, the 
maximum compression ratio is capped for the reason of preventing knock while the engine is under 
full load or high partial load operations [76]. As a result, the engine efficiency would not be 
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considered as optimal if the compression ratio remains unchanged while it is allowed to be set at a 
higher value under low load. The VCR technology is developed to solve this problem and has 
provided solid evidence on improving the fuel efficiency under varying engine loads [77,78]. The 
VCR engines are able to adopt a higher geometric compression ratio to grant the engine a higher 
thermal efficiency at low load while having lower ones at high load to prevent the engine from knock 
[79]. According to the survey by T. Hoeltgebaum et al. [80], there are a variety of ways categorized in 
7 classes for engines to implement the VCR. However, without the application of the VVT techniques, 
the Otto cycle VCR engines could not release the full potential of optimizing the engine efficiency. 
Hence, the implementation of the VVT, cam-based or cam-less, is as well an essential measure for 
improving the efficiency of the engines. 
Apart from implementing the abovementioned VCR techniques and VVT strategies, performing 
different engine cycles is also a valid option that could result in contributing a higher engine 
efficiency. Comparing to the OC, an over-expansion cycle, which can be physically carried out by 
mechanisms or virtually realized by decreasing the ECR via altering the valve timings, is proved to be 
more thermodynamically efficient [81]. Different designs and strategies for realizing the over-
expansion cycle have been well sorted and documented [73]. The very original and typical examples 
are the Atkinson cycle (AC) engine [82] and the Miller cycle (MC) engine [83]. The first AC engine 
utilizes a complex multi-linkage mechanism to make the travel of the piston longer during the 
expansion and exhaust strokes than that during the intake and compression strokes to form a greater 
geometric expansion ratio and a smaller geometric compression ratio within the same engine cycle. 
Alternatively, the MC engine maintains the geometric compression ratio and the geometric expansion 
ratio as equivalent as those of the OC engines but reduces the ECR by employing LIVC or EIVC 
events to appreciate the over-expansion process. In fact, as shown in Figure 2.11, the ideal MC is a 
thermodynamic cycle that shares the same principle of the AC, except that the over-expansion 
process does not expand to the atmospheric pressure as the ideal AC does [73]. However, a realistic 
AC engine would not adopt an over-expansion ratio that allows the in-cylinder pressure to expand to 
barometric due to the need of a long piston travel, which would lead to a greater mechanical loss and 
make conflictions toward the demand of downsizing. Besides, the work loss from the subsequent 
exhaust stroke would also become greater because the free exhaust stage would no longer exist at the 
beginning of the exhaust process [84]. Therefore, the MC is essentially identical to the practical AC, 





Figure 2.11 Illustrative P-V diagram for ideal Atkinson (1-2-3-4A-1), 
Miller (1-2-3-4M-5-1) and Otto (1-2-3-4O-1) cycles [73] 
A lot of experimental research had been conducted to reveal the actual benefits of the AC and MC 
for improving engine efficiency and fuel economy. Tie Li et al. [85] compared the results of realizing 
the MC by using EIVC and LIVC on a boosted gasoline engine. In their research, the BSFC can be 
reduced by 4.7% and 6.8% at high and low engine load, respectively, when adopting the LIVC. With 
the EIVC, the BSFC can be further lowered by another 0.6% at low load, however, no considerable 
improvement is noticed at high load. Feng, R. et al. [86] converted a conventional OC engine into an 
AC engine by increasing the geometric compression ratio and rearranging the valve timings. Through 
their experiment, the minimum BSFC is proved to be brought down to 234.5g/(kW∙h) of the 
converted AC engine from the 250g/(kW∙h) of the original OC engine. Moreover, the low fuel 
consumption area is also enlarged after converting the engine from OC to AC. Jinxing Zhao et al. [56] 
conducted a genetic algorithm (GA) based optimization with 5-variables for improving the fuel 
economy of a cam-based VVT AC engine. By optimizing the intake valve closing (IVC) timings and 
exhaust valve opening (EVO) timings along with the corresponding electrically throttle control valve, 
SA and AFR, the fuel economy of the AC engine can be resulted in a 7.67% reduction under a 
maximum simulation error of 8.5%. 
As the AC engines are gaining better efficiency by compromising on its maximum power, the idea 
of an Otto-Atkinson cycle (OAC) engine is proposed and studied to overcome this trade-off [87]. The 
OAC engine operates as an OC and AC convertible engine, which runs on OC at full load in favor of 
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the power performance and switches to AC for attaining better fuel economy at partial load. In fact, 
there are several different solutions to compensate the fact that the AC engines have lower power 
density. As shown in  Table 1, a group of typical technical measures for improving the engine's power 
density were listed by Jinxing Zhao along with the comparisons over their key features of advantages 
and drawbacks [73]. 
 Table 1* Technical measures for improving power density [73] 
 
* Cited from [73] 
Blakey, S. et al. [88] made an experiment of their design for carrying out the OAC on a cam-based 
multi-valve engine with two intake valves per cylinder. By applying an LIVC event to one of the 
intake valves via cam phase shifting and maintaining the normal event of the other intake valve, a 
greater equivalent curtain area of the intake valve openings is formed. In such way, the AC is realized 
along with the benefit of obtaining a greater degree of compatibility for a multi-valve engine. Boggs, 
D. et al. [89] modified a 1.6L OC engine into an OAC engine with fixed LIVC valve timings and 
increased geometric compression ratio. According to their experiment results, the BSFC can be 
reduced by 15% at 1500 revolution per minute (rpm) engine speed with 10% EGR and 2.62 bar brake 
mean effective pressure (BMEP) comparing to the baseline engine. Saunders, R. et al. [90] ran tests 
on a 4-cylinder OAC engine with load control by variable intake valve closures. It is concluded that 
the BSFC is able to be improved by a maximum of 13% from implementing the late valve closures 
only, and this improvement can be brought up to 20% while accompanied with variable clearance 
volume control which is known as one of the approaches to VCR. 
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2.4 Model-based Optimization Techniques for Engine Operating Parameter 
Identifications 
Apart from the research on developing the designs and strategies of valve train systems, a large group 
of researchers also dedicated their efforts on modeling and optimizing the precise valve timings and 
valve motions along with other related aspects ruled by specific pre-chosen strategies, and through 
which to better utilize the extraordinary flexibilities awarded from the VVT and VVA systems.  
The use of the physically-based valve system modeling [91] and 1D fluid dynamic modeling bring 
good insights for better understanding the gas exchange processes as well as the ensuing engine 
performance while altering the valve motions [92,93]. Besides, with a sufficient number of initial 
acquired input-output data, the engine performance can also be modeled and predicted from using 
artificial neural networks (ANN) [94,95]. It has been recognized and proved that with the assist of all 
kinds of artificial intelligence and optimization techniques, the operating variables of the engine, such 
as valve timings, SA and AFR can be efficiently optimized by either offline or online optimization 
techniques with respect to different objectives of interests. 
 
Figure 2.12 The Extremum Seeking control trajectory [96] 
The Extremum Seeking algorithm, developed by Donghoon Lee et al. [96] and demonstrated in 
Figure 2.12, allows the optimizer to conduct an on-line optimization under steady states of the engine 
working conditions, and reach to an optimum convergence of valve timings and SA within 60 
seconds. George Thomas et al. [97] performed a biogeography-based optimization (BBO) to improve 
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the engine's fuel economy and concluded a 1.7% improvement from using the variable camshaft 
timing system. They declared that the best search configuration they found for their BBO is with the 
settings of population at around 200 and mutation probability at approximately 0.05. In the study of E. 
Sher et al. [75], a 6% increment and a 13% decrement on the maximum engine power and BSFC were 
shown, respectively. They optimized the valve timings by a proposed predictive model that consists 
of all the considered aspects of the engine operations, e.g. gas exchange process, combustion process, 
emissions and etc., in the form of mathematical descriptions. K. Atashkari et al. [98] introduced an 
evolutionary algorithm for the optimal design of the ANN engine model with VVT and performed a 
GA-based multi-objective optimization to generate a set of Pareto fronts and investigate the results of 
two competitive objectives, e.g. engine torque versus fuel consumption.  
Since that the optimizations to the engine performances are mostly a multi-variable global optimum 
problem with highly non-linear constraints, the optimization technique of GA is quite frequently 
adopted for dealing with these problems [56,93,98,99,100,101,102].  
Y.G. Li et al. [101] proposed a GA-based non-linear design-point performance adaptation approach 
for estimating unknown engine model parameters of gas turbine engines. The performance of this GA 
optimization was also proved to be more robust when compared with the Influence Coefficient Matrix 
(ICM) based approach from their research. The exemplary processes of the GA-based and ICM-based 
approaches are shown in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14, respectively. 
 




Figure 2.14 The convergence process of the ICM-based adaptation [101] 
(RMS: root mean square) 
In the research of G. D’Errico [93], both single- and multi- objective optimizations were performed 
using GA. The valve timings and throttle angle were considered as variables for optimizing BSFC 
and NOx emissions. Jinxing Zhao et al. [56] employed a GA optimization to seek for the optimum 
combinations of the valve timings, throttle opening, SA and AFR under a specific partial load of an 
Atkinson cycle engine. They used a parallel computation technique among multiple workstations to 
hasten the pace of the MATLAB and GT-Power coupling optimization procedure. Necla Togun et al. 
[99] proposed a genetic programming approach based on the traditional GA approach but more 
efficient for predicting the engine performances in terms of torque and BSFC. Prediction results from 
their approach yielded to a good agreement between the experimental data and the results generated 
by the neural network. Furthermore, a hybrid approach of GA and ANN was developed by Ugur 
Kesgin [100] to optimize the engine efficiency and NOx emissions. The ANN was used for capturing 
the characteristics of the engine and making predictions on the engine performance while the GA was 
engaged to perform the optimizations.  
2.5 Summary 
Although many valve train mechanisms and their accompanied valve motion strategies were studied 
as mentioned in above, the utilization of a fully flexible valve train, such as the HVVA system in this 
particular research, still hold strong potentials for further improving the engine performances by 
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adopting better optimized valve motion strategies that would put the flexibility and variability of the 
valve train into full use.  
In addition, as also can tell from the aforementioned literature, the GA approach has been tested 
and proved to be one of the appropriate and viable optimizers for solving the complex optimization 
problems of engines. Therefore, in this research, by considering the dynamic of the HVVA system, 
the potentials of the HVVA system for further improving the engine performance upon different 
preferences will be revealed by proposing a set of new HVVA valve motion strategies and their 





Improving Engine Performances Using the HVVA System 
In this chapter, a set of base valve motion strategies that could be realized by the HVVA system are 
introduced along with the explanations to the corresponding principles of how they could bring 
benefits to the engine performances via altering the gas exchange process. In addition, these base 
valve motion strategies are also checked by a valve-lift-profile-based gas exchange model (See 
Appendix A) for the purpose of acquiring qualitative validations to the principles. 
3.1 Continuously-Engine-Speed-Adaptive Valve Motions for Improving Engine 
Output at Full Load Operations 
As mentioned before, an optimized gas exchange process at full load operations could grant the 
engine with a greater VE and lead to an increased engine output. Theoretically, in order to receive a 
better gas exchange process, longer effective valve opening durations with respect to the crank angle 
degrees for both the intake and exhaust valves are required as the engine speed increases. However, 
for most conventional cam-based VVT systems, they can only shift the relative cam-to-crank angles 
to adapt to the varying engine speed with the same pre-designed cam profiles. Based on the nature of 
shifting, for both the intake and the exhaust valves, it can only optimize either their opening or 
closing moments depending on whichever affects more to the whole gas exchange process, but is not 
capable of optimizing both at the same time. In this section, one of the implementations of the HVVA 
system is proposed below in order to further improve the gas exchange process by adjusting the valve 
opening and closing timings individually and continuously according to the engine speed, and 
eventually lead to a better power performance of the engine at full load operations. 
The engine characteristics at full load operations for gasoline engines are referring to the resultant 
engine performances in terms of output torque, effective power, BSFC and etc., under the condition 
of the throttle is fully opened, or known as the wide open throttle (WOT) operation conditions. The 
best power performance of the engine under a certain engine speed is achieved when the engine is 
running at full load. Thus, the power performance of the engine can be improved by pushing the limit 
of the maximum output torque at all engine speed.  
Since that the effective power of the engine eP  can be expressed as a function of the engine output 










     (3.1) 
also, it is known that the engine output torque is generally direct-proportional to the VE (See 
Appendix B), denoted by v , that: 
 vT   (3.2) 
it then can be concluded from Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2) that a better gas exchange process, or actually a 
greater VE, can result in a higher engine output torque and effective power. 
Therefore, by simultaneously increasing the advancing angle and the retarding angle of both the 
intake and exhaust valves as the engine speed increases, which the conventional cam-based VVT 
systems cannot do, the HVVA system is able to provide a further optimized gas exchange process by 
taking the advantage of its continuously variable valve motions. As a result, superior power 








Conventional Cam-based VVT System
Cam-based Valve System without VVT
1n 2n 3n 4n 5n
 
Figure 3.1 Comparison on the engine full load characteristics from using 
different valve systems 
Figure 3.1 shows a set of illustrative torque profiles at full load operations over a random-chosen 
engine speed range from using different valve systems. Also, it is assumed that the cam profiles, 
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which are designed and optimized for working under the engine speed of 3n , are identical for all the 
cam-based valve systems shown in Figure 3.1.  
As is known, the conventional cam-based VVT system can shift the cam-to-crank angles according 
to the real-time engine speed for receiving a better gas exchange process. The gathering of all the 
maximum torque points from all the torque curves resulted from the optimally shifted cam profile 
under different engine speeds forms the contour of the maximum torque at all engine speeds. In order 
to better explain this, four exemplary torque curves are shown in dashed lines in Figure 3.1 to 
demonstrate how would the torque looks like after the cams been shifted by different angles 
considered to be able to provide the optimum timing while under the engine speed 1n , 2n , 4n and 5n  
respectively. The conventional cam-based VVT system could output a higher torque over the engine 
working speed range in average compared to the conventional cam-based valves without a VVT 
system. 
However, with the HVVA system, the maximum torque at all engine speeds can be further 
increased. This is because the system has the flexibility to optimize both the opening and closing 
timing for both intake and exhaust valves in a simultaneous, continuous and independent manner. 
Theoretically speaking, the more the speed that the engine is running at deviates from 3n , the more 
obvious the improvements could be. In addition, even the maximum torque under the engine speed of 
3n  could still be greater than that with the other two mentioned valve systems, for the adoption of the 
HVVA system could actually eliminate the throttle body from the engine and grant the engine with 
the capability of performing load control without throttling. Thusly, the intake process will no longer 
suffer from the pressure loss at the throttle body which exists even at WOT operations. Hence, by 
summarizing the potential benefits mentioned above that could be provided by the HVVA system, the 
resultant VE could be increased in a global scale across the entire speed range while the engine runs 
at full load operations. 
3.2 Unthrottled Load Control for Improving Engine Fuel Economy at Partial 
Load Operations 
With the air-fuel ratio remain unchanged, the engine load is controlled by managing the amount of 
the fresh charge during the intake process. At partial load operations, the engine output resulted from 
such intake process should just be able to match the desired load. This is controlled by the opening 
angle of the throttle in conventional gasoline engines. However, since there would be no need for a 
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throttle body when adopting the highly flexible HVVA system, a set of HVVA valve actuation 
strategies are proposed in this section for realizing unthrottled engine load control. With these newly 
proposed valve actuation strategies, the engine would not only be able to control the amount of the 
fresh charge, but also would receive a reduced pumping loss due to the elimination to the throttling 
effect, and hence, become more fuel efficient. 
3.2.1 Better Fuel Economy Due to Pumping Loss Reduction 
For partial engine load operations, if the same amount of fresh charge was taken into the cylinder by 
the end of the compression stroke from implementing the conventional engine load control via 
throttling and the proposed unthrottled HVVA engine load control, it is reasonable to assume that the 
resulted engine outputs by these two approaches would be relatively identical. Then, the decrements 
on the overall pumping loss work, which is accumulated from both the intake and exhaust processes, 
would lead to a positive increment to the indicated work iW , or the indicated power iP , of the engine. 
As it is known, the indicated work iW  can be written as 
 
i fuel iW Q   (3.3) 
where fuelQ  indicates the total energy contained by the burnt fuel per cylinder per engine cycle, then 
from Eq. (3.3), it can be seen that the indicated thermal efficiency i  is actually increased since iW  is 
increased while fuelQ  remains unchanged. In addition, since that 
 i e mP P P   (3.4) 
where mP  is the mechanical power loss due to frictions between parts and power distributions for 
driving other accessories,  it is obvious that the effective power eP  would increase as iP  increases, for 
mP  would be considered as constant for steady state analysis. Then, according to the estimation 






  (3.5) 
where   is the fuel consumption rate in grams per hour (g/h), it can be comprehended as either the 
engine could produce more effective power under the same fuel consumption rate, or the engine could 
output the same power with less fuel consumption, if the engine's pumping loss could be reduced. In 
another word, the reduction to the pumping losses can lead to a lower BSFC while delivering the 
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same required engine output, which means that the engine would gain a higher fuel efficiency and 
thus become more fuel economic. 
Since the HVVA system can change both the IVC and EVO independently without interfering the 
IVO and EVC, the intake and exhaust processes (known as the pumping cycle) can be optimized 
simultaneously in terms of the overall pumping loss during the full engine cycle. 
3.2.2 Valve Motion Strategy for Intake Pumping Loss Reduction 
For gas engines, the conventional way to reduce the amount of the intake fresh charge when the 
engine runs at partial loads is to let the throttle open less. However, due to the increased throttling 
effect from doing so, a higher vacuum would form within the cylinder when the piston reaches its 
bottom dead center (BDC) by the end of the intake stroke. This generally means that the engine 
suffers more from the pumping loss during the intake processes as the throttle opening angle becomes 
smaller, especially for low partial engine load operations. 
BDCTDC
Throttle at Full Opening Angle










pWIncreased Pumping Loss Work
Minimum Pumping Loss Work minpW
 
Figure 3.2 Illustrative in-cylinder P-V diagram for intake pumping loss demonstrations 
under full opening and partial opening of the throttle 
As can be seen in Figure 3.2, when the engine runs at full load under WOT condition, the pumping 
loss work during the intake stroke is considered as the minimum at that engine speed. By denoting 
minpW  as the minimum pumping loss work, it can be represented and quantified by the heavy shaded 
area shown in Figure 3.2. While the engine runs under the same engine speed but at a partial load 
with the throttle opens partially, the in-cylinder gas mass and pressure by the end of the intake 
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process will be less than those of the WOT working condition. As a consequence, the actual pumping 
loss work would be increased. By denoting the increased pumping loss work as pW , shown as the 
light shaded area in the figure, the resultant intake pumping loss work under any partial engine load 
can be then expressed as 
minp pW W .  
However, with the HVVA system, the overall pumping loss during the intake process can be 
reduced under all partial engine load operations. 
For reducing the intake pumping loss work, the very principle is to minimize the in-cylinder 
vacuum rate during the intake stroke, which means to let as much as possible gas to be taken into the 
cylinder to fill up the in-cylinder volume. However, this violates the fact that less gas should be taken 
into the cylinder to comply with the desired partial engine load. Thus, with the illustration shown in 




















Proposed unthrottled load control 
scheme from using the HVVA system
Conventional load control 
scheme via throttling
 
Figure 3.3 Comparison on the intake and compression processes between the conventional 
and the proposed schemes when the engine runs at the same partial load 
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As shown in Figure 3.3, the conventional way of making the engine run at any partial load is to use 
the throttle to reduce the air charge during the entire intake stroke (from ① to ⑥), followed by the 
compression process from the BDC all the way up to TDC (from ⑥ to ⑤). However, the in-cylinder 
vacuum would become higher and higher as the engine load reduces. This would result in a greater 
work loss from the pumping.  
Now, as shown by the dashed red curve in Figure 3.3, the HVVA system will change the intake and 
compression processes into the following steps to make the in-cylinder charge to be the same by the 
end of the compression stroke as those from using the conventional scheme via throttling: 
1. During the intake stroke, the intake valve opens to its maximum lift to let as much as fresh gas 
charge into the cylinder, so that the pumping loss during the intake stroke could be minimized 
(from ① to ②).  
2. Once the piston reaches the BDC, the intake valve is maintained at its maximum lift. As the 
piston moves up during the compression stroke, those excessive amounts of the intake gas would 
be pushed back into the intake manifold. Theoretically, the in-cylinder pressure would be rapidly 
increased from below the atmospheric pressure 0P  to above because of the reversed motion of the 
piston at BDC and the fact that the cylinder would still be under charging process at the very start 
of the compression stroke due to the momentum of the incoming fresh charge as well as the 
restriction of the valve (from ② to ③). Then, the intake valve will start to close at a certain 
moment that would result in an IVC that the in-cylinder states would coincide with that resulted 
from the conventional throttled scheme (from ③ to ④).  
3. After the intake valve is fully closed, the remaining gas within the cylinder will endure the same 
compression process as that of the conventional scheme from ④ to ⑤.  
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 3.3, apart from the areas that represent the shared pumping loss 
work resulted from both the schemes, by denoting 1W  and 2W  as the individual pumping loss 
work that only applies to the conventional scheme and the proposed HVVA scheme, respectively, the 
intake pumping loss work saved from using the proposed scheme can be represented as: 
 int 2 1W W W     (3.6) 
Thus, whenever the intW  is greater than zero, the proposed HVVA scheme is viable and would bring 
increment to the indicated work iW  while consuming the same amount of fuel.  
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By visualizing the in-cylinder pressure changes during the intake and compression strokes for both 
the conventional and the proposed schemes, a clearer and more direct illustration to the above 
processes is shown in Figure 3.4. In which, both schemes would have the same volumetric efficiency 
during the intake process by controlling the intake gas mass from using the throttles and the HVVA 
system, respectively. 
Intake Stroke Compression Stroke
(a) (b) (c) (d)













Figure 3.4 Illustration on intake processes for both the conventional and the proposed 
schemes for realizing the same engine load 
3.2.3 Valve Motion Strategy for Exhaust Pumping Loss Reduction 
In addition to the intake pumping loss reduction, the decrements on the exhaust pumping loss can also 
take essential effects on increasing the indicated work of the engine. An HVVA strategy for reducing 
the exhaust pumping loss is introduced in this section. By further advancing the EVO for a certain 
degree in terms of the CA, the initial exhaust pressure can be considerably reduced. Furthermore, 
thanks to the high flexibility provided by the HVVA system, the advancing degree of the EVO is able 
to be adjusted freely and continuously according to the required speed-load operations of the engine. 
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Figure 3.5 Demonstrative in-cylinder P-V diagram of the two exemplary cases 
with different exhaust pumping losses 
With a more advanced EVO, as of the Case 2 comparing to Case 1 in Figure 3.5, a smaller effective 
expansion ratio (EER) as well as a lower in-cylinder pressure at the exhaust BDC can be realized. It 
can be seen from the given illustrative examples, adopting a smaller EER would lead to a portion of 
work loss, denoted as 3W  in Figure 3.5. This is because less positive work will be converted from 
the power stroke for driving the piston due to the earlier depressurization process within the cylinder 
caused by the more advanced EVO. At the same time, however, the in-cylinder pressure at the 
beginning of the exhaust stroke is brought down to a lower level, which can reduce the pumping loss 
from the subsequent passive exhaust process [84]. The saved pumping loss work, denoted as 4W , 
could be considered as a compensation to the previously mentioned work loss, 3W , from the aspect 
of the overall indicated work. As a matter of fact, with optimized EERs according to the different 
speed-load operating points of the engine, the work trade-off between 3W  and 4W  could always 
reach to an optimal by maximizing: 
 4 3exhW W W     (3.7) 
where  exhW  stands for the saved pumping loss work from implementing the proposed strategy. It 
also should be noticed that this proposed strategy for reducing the exhaust pumping loss work is 
applicable to both full load and partial load operations. 
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3.2.4 Tunable IEGR Feature 
Another proposed implementation of the HVVA system is the realization to a tunable IEGR feature. 
This proposed tunable IEGR feature is realized by the adoption of the late exhaust valve closing 
(LEVC) strategy, which makes the engine breathe back a portion of the exhaust gas from the exhaust 
manifold during the intake stroke to form the EGR functionality. However, the adoption to the 
proposed tunable IEGR feature should obey the following rules: 
 Avoid exhaust gas back-flow into the intake manifold during the exhaust process to eliminate the 
risk of scorching or even igniting the intake manifold. The IVO should be set properly. However, 
a properly set IVO with even an advancing angle would not cause exhaust gas backflow at the 
intake valve, for the pressure difference on both sides of the intake valve would be balanced out 
quickly enough while the piston approaching to its TDC at a relatively slow travel speed. In 
addition, there would be also a huge discharging effect under the tiny openings of the intake valve. 
With such small openings of the valve, it is quite hard and unlikely to form a flow through the 
intake valve by canceling and redirecting the incomparable moment of the in-cylinder gas that is 
currently running through the exhaust valve. 
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Figure 3.6 Illustration of the IEGR feature from using the HVVA system 
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 The IEGR process can only take place during the intake stroke, which means the amount of the 
exhaust backflow should only be adjusted by the retarding angle of the EVC (seen from Figure 
3.6a). 
 Under the circumstances that the engine would still take in an excessive amount of fresh charge 
besides the amount it needs to comply with the current engine load even if the maximum 
allowable EGR rate has been reached, the HVVA system will then perform an EIVC to regain 
control of the expected volumetric efficiency (seen from Figure 3.6b). 
With the proposed tunable IEGR feature, whenever the engine runs at a partial load and the 
cylinder would not be completely charged by fresh gas, a certain portion of the rest volume will be 
filled by the exhaust gas. This could actually bring an increment to the effective thermal efficiency of 
the engine. To better demonstrate this from the perspective of the entire engine cycle, an illustrative 



























Figure 3.7 Illustrative P-V diagram showing both the full engine cycles from running in the 
conventional throttled scheme and the proposed unthrottled scheme with IEGR 
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As can be seen from Figure 3.7, while under the preconditions of the same engine load with 
synchronized ignition and EVO timings, the in-cylinder pressure with the IEGR at the intake BDC 
would be higher than that of the conventional working process by the amount of 1P . This is because 
a portion of the in-cylinder vacuum generated from the intake process was filled by exhaust gas. After 
experiencing the adiabatic compression process during the compression stroke the initial pressure 
difference 1P  would be scaled to 3P  right before the ignition. Also, with the marked-out effective 
compression displacements, 1hV  and 2hV  for both schemes, it can be easily observed from the figure 
that the effective compression displacement with the IEGR is greater. In addition, due to the higher 
in-cylinder pressure and temperature resulted from implementing the IEGR, the in-cylinder energy 
density at the ignition moment could become much higher than that of the conventional scheme. As a 
result, although the amount of the injected fuel was the same, the flame propagation and pressure 
burst speed after ignition would be faster. In another word, the maximum eruptive pressure could be 
reached sooner and more close to the top firing dead center (TFDC) moment, and the maximum 
pressure could apply over an additional volume duration V  comparing to the scheme that without 
the IEGR.  
Moreover, since the combustion process could happen within a shorter period in terms of the in-
cylinder volume, the maximum pressure bursts generated from the IEGR scheme, denoted as 5P , 
would be much higher than that from the conventional scheme, which is denoted as 4P , under even 
the same amount of heat release from the combustions. Therefore, it can be seen that the IEGR 
scheme can provide a higher effective thermal efficiency and produce more work over the power 
cycle.  
In addition, by comparing the two schemes, it is clear to see from the figure that the intake 
pumping loss could be reduced by implementing the IEGR. However, with the same EVO timings, 
the exhaust pumping loss might turn out to be increased due to the in-cylinder pressure difference at 
the exhaust BDC, denoted as 2P , when adopting the IEGR scheme.  
Fortunately, benefited by the nature of the HVVA system, the EVO timing could also be adjusted 
and optimized to minimize the pumping loss work during exhaust process from implementing the 
proposed exhaust pumping loss reduction strategy from the previous section. Hence, the overall 
exhaust pumping loss work resulted from implementing the IEGR could actually be brought down to 
an even lower level than that of the conventional scheme.  
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In this research, however, an inevitable step before implementing the tunable IEGR feature to 
different engines is to determine the maximum feasible EGR rate for every specific engine, since the 
EGR rate could vary significantly under different HVVA valve timings. The principles for 
determining a feasible EGR for any specific engine are elaborated as follows. 
 The exhaust gas recirculation during the intake process must not cause an ignition within the 
cylinder. As mentioned in above, the exhaust gas will be coming into the cylinder during the 
intake process when the IEGR is implemented. Then, for those engines with indirect fuel 
injection techniques (port injection), there could be a chance that the incoming air-fuel mixture 
might be ignited by the exhaust gas that bears an extremely high energy in the form of heat if the 
EGR rate were set over too high. However, with a proper EGR rate that allows only an acceptable 
amount of the exhaust gas circling back into the cylinder, this intolerable situation can be 
prevented from happening. The reason can be explained by the nature of combustion process 
explained in below. 
As is known that for the engine combustion processes, the ignition process can be divided into 
the following steps from a micro perspective of view [105,106]: 
First, one or more chemical bonds were broken by the received energy that is sufficient for 
initiating the bond breaking process, and release heat from such reaction. Over time, once the 
energy reaches a certain level of density from heat accumulation, more and more nearby chemical 
bonds would be broken and release more heat. Then, if such heat accumulation is always faster 
than the speed of energy spread, this chain-reaction would keep reacting and eventually lead to 
complete combustion. 
Now, it is certain that the high-temperature exhaust gas carries a huge amount of energy that is 
more than enough to cause the abovementioned bond breaking process. At some discrete 
locations within the cylinder, the energy density may reach the level for breaking the chemical 
bonds of the fuel. However, due to there is also low-temperature fresh air coming through the 
intake valve during this period, the high-speed turbulence would depress the heat accumulation 
with respect to any random location within the cylinder. Thus, if the heat accumulation speed is 
not high enough to suppress the energy drain caused by the in-cylinder turbulence at a certain 
location, the chain-reaction of ignition process will be interrupted. Therefore, the in-cylinder gas 
would not be ignited if the EGR rate is controlled under a secure level. Yet, for those engines 
with the direct fuel injection techniques, the maximum tolerable EGR could be set higher, for 
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there is no fuel coming into the cylinder during the intake process and thus eradicates the risk of 
flaming up. 
 During the power stroke, knocking must be avoided [105,107]. Since with the IEGR, the in-
cylinder temperature and pressure by the end of the compression process could become much 
higher due to the additional gas mass and energy brought by the exhaust gas. In particular, when 
the engine runs at a medium-high load, an over set EGR rate may result in a high temperature and 
pressure by the end of the compression process that could cause knocking during the power 
stroke, which is a typical abnormal combustion process and is strictly prohibited. 
 The flame propagation speed during combustion should not be slowed down dramatically. As 
been explained in above, a light EGR may actually help and accelerate the combustion speed and 
gain a higher effective thermal efficiency of the engine. But an excessive EGR may result in the 
opposite [108]. It is known that except for the heat brought and the resultant in-cylinder pressure 
increments, the exhaust gas itself is actually a resistance to the combustion process for it consists 
of inflammable substances that would dilute the air-fuel mixture. Therefore, an over performed 
EGR may slow down the flame propagation speed and make the effective thermal efficiency of 
the engine drop. 
Hence, in order to perform the tunable IEGR feature and develop the corresponding feasible 
HVVA valve motion strategy for a specific engine, the abovementioned principles should be satisfied 
simultaneously by identifying the maximum feasible EGR rate for different engines via experiments. 
Yet still, by setting EGR rate to be zero, this proposed tunable IEGR feature can be completely turned 
off whenever it is not needed. 
3.3 Summary 
In this chapter, a group of fundamental strategies for the HVVA system applications on engines is 
proposed. With the high flexibility HVVA system, by adopting the proper or a combined strategy 
from the above-proposed valve actuation schemes, the engine could gain better performances and is 
able to switch between different features according to the actual demands without making additional 
changes or adding additional parts to it. Furthermore, the partial engine load operations could no 
longer be realized by throttling but are controlled via only the valve motions. 
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For actual implementation of these proposed HVVA base valve motion strategies, the engine 
performances could be benefited from adopting the proper ones for achieving different engine 
performance preferences in terms of power, fuel economy and emission performances. 
By categorizing all the above-proposed base valve motion strategies into  
Approach 1: Maximizing VE via continuously-Engine-Speed-Adaptive Valve Motions; 
Approach 2: Pumping loss reduction;  
Approach 3: Tunable IEGR feature, 
the possible choices of adoption upon different performance preferences are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 Base HVVA valve motion strategy options for different engine performance preferences 
Base HVVA valve motion strategy options for different engine performance preferences 








* Even though the IEGR was uncooled comparing to most of the external EGR configurations, it 
could still bring benefits to lowering the engine emissions, especially for NOx reduction, only that the 





Modeling of the Unthrottled HVVA Single-cylinder Gasoline Engine1 
In this Chapter, the HVVA system and the test engine are physically modeled and carefully calibrated 
in order to capture the overall behavior of the converted HVVA engine. Also, the key features and 
characteristics of the HVVA system and the Baseline Engine are individually presented. 
4.1 The HVVA System 
Firstly, for the HVVA system, the spool and casing ports for all the four spool valves have been 
redesigned in this research. The original rectangular ports that shown in Figure 2.5 have been 
modified into circular shapes that are identical and with a radius of r . 
As shown in Figure 4.1, by denoting d  as the absolute distance between the centers of the spool 
and casing ports measured on the planarized surface of their relative motion, the instantaneous flow 
area of the spool valves, flowA , is calculated by: 
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Figure 4.1 The modified rotary spool valve (modified from the original design in [47]) and the 
illustration to the relative motion between the spool port and the casing port 
_________________________ 
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Secondly, the hydraulic piston adopts an adjustable cushioning device, as shown in Figure 4.2, to 
significantly shave its traveling speed when reaching close to the contacts at both ends of its travel. 
This grants the potential of letting the engine valves to travel at a higher maximum linear velocity 
without causing serious impacts and bouncing at their stops. In another word, the rising and seating 
motions of the valves may now be able to take place within even shorter durations in terms of the 
crank angle degrees under any engine speeds.  
 
Figure 4.2 The section view of the cushioning device [109] 
Besides the modifications made to the HVVA system for this research that was mentioned in above, 
it is also very important and necessary to point out the major differences between the valve motion 
controls of the HVVA system and the conventional cam-based valve trains. 
 For cam-based valve trains, the motions of engine valves follow the exact pre-designed cam 
profiles regardless the engine speed and the in-cylinder pressure. Moreover, the actual valve timings, 
namely the IVC, IVO, EVC, and EVO, are fixed to the certain cam designs and are directly altered by 
phase-shifting the cams in specific degrees when VVT is engaged.  
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However, unlike the cam-based valve trains, the actual valve timings of the HVVA system cannot 
be directly controlled. Instead, the HVVA system controls the opening timings for each spool valve, 
known as the TPA timings, to indirectly manage the opening and closing timings of the engine valves. 
The opening timing of the spool valves is determined by the relative angular positions of their spool 
ports and casing ports.  
In another word, whenever the spool port spins to the angular position that tangent to the casing 
port, as marked out in Figure 4.1, the spool valve is considered as starting to open at that TPA 
moment. The oil will be then allowed to flow through the ports during the entire opening duration of 
the spool valve. The TPA timings for all the spool valves can be freely altered by changing the 
angular positions of their casing ports without interfering with each other, and eventually resulting in 
the variations of the actual valve timings.  
To better demonstrate how the actual valve timings are related to the TPA timings of the HPSV and 
LPSV for both the intake and exhaust valves, an illustration is shown in Figure 4.3. 
TDC BDC TDCBDCTDC
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Figure 4.3 Demonstration of the TPA timings and engine valve timings 
Seeing from Figure 4.3, the following explanations are given for providing better understandings to 
the characteristics of the HVVA system. With the same pressure built up within the accumulator at 
the upper stream of the hydraulic circuit, the engine valve would take a longer duration in terms of 
CA degrees to open to a certain valve lift at higher engine speeds than that at a lower engine speed. 
And this fact applies when the engine valves are to be closed and seated as well, for the releasing of 
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the pressure within the hydraulic cylinders also takes longer CA durations as the engine speed 
increases. In addition, whenever an HPSV has come to its TPA moment and ready to open, a delay on 
the actual valve opening timing would be noticed with respect to the corresponding TPA timing. This 
is because it would take time for the hydraulic cylinder to build up a pressure that could overcome 
both the preload force of the valve spring before driving the engine valve to move. 
An HVVA assembly for a single set of the engine valve is firstly modeled in GT-Suite and 
calibrated by a set of HVVA bench tests. The hydraulic circuit is modeled from a stabilized high-
pressure source, namely a point within the hydraulic circuit at which the pressure is retained by the 
accumulator, all the way to the oil outflow port that connected to the hydraulic fluid reservoir. 
However, the oil pump and the accumulator are not modeled in this system due to the redundancy and 
unnecessary complexities of modeling these components which are beyond the scope of this research. 
For performing the HVVA system testing and model calibrations, Figure 4.4 shows the assembled 



















Table 3 HVVA system specifications 
HVVA system specifications 
Oil pressure at high pressure source 39 bar 
Hydraulic piston diameter 15 mm 
Spool valve diameter 35 mm 
Spool valve port/casing port diameter 10 mm 
Valve spring stiffness 40 N/mm 
Valve spring preload 280 N 
Diameter of the oil pipelines 7.8 mm 
 
As shown in Figure 4.5, with the key parameters been calibrated by the experiments, such as the 
damping coefficients of the hydraulic piston, discharge coefficients at different openings of the spool 
valves and etc., the model of the HVVA system is also verified via bench tests showing good 
predictions to the actual profiles of the engine valve motions. 
 




4.2 The Baseline Engine 
In this research, an OC single-cylinder gasoline engine is used as the baseline engine and modeled in 
GT-Suite, with its specifications listed in Table 4. 
Table 4 Baseline engine specifications 
Baseline engine specifications 
Displacement 196 cm3 
Bore 68 mm 
Stroke 54 mm 
Geometric compression ratio 8.5:1 
Working Speed range 2000 rpm-3600 rpm 
Number of valves 1 intake/1 exhaust 
Throttle type Butterfly 
Net torque 12.4 Nm @ 2500 rpm 
Net power 4.1 kW @ 3600 rpm 
Valve motion events 
(EVO/EVC/IVO/IVC) 
(129/413/345/620) CAo 
Maximum valve lift (intake/exhaust) (5.59/5.63) mm 
As shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, a GT-Suite model of the baseline engine is built by taking 
cautiously measurements to its geometrics and carefully calibrated by using the data collected from 
the bench tests. In addition, all the prerequisite parameters that are required by the component 
modules of the GT-Suite are also acquired experimentally via separated pre-tests.  
 




Figure 4.7 GT-Suite model of the baseline engine 
As shown in Figure 4.8, one of the pre-tests for identifying the lift-dependent forward and reverse 
discharge characteristics for both the intake and exhaust valves, which are required by the GT-Suite 
model as the prerequisite parameters for the engine valve modules, is presented. The acquired flow 
coefficient tables are presented in Figure 4.9. 
 
Figure 4.8 Cylinder head inlet and outlet flow tests for flow coefficient 







Figure 4.9 Acquired valve-lift-dependent flow coefficient tables for both the 
intake (a) and exhaust (b) valves 
By performing all the related experiments, the GT-Suite model of the test engine is properly 




Figure 4.10 Calibration results of test engine model 
4.3 GT-Suite and MATLAB-Simulink Co-simulation Model of the Converted 
Unthrottled HVVA Engine 
As explained from above, the resultant valve motions of the HVVA system are different from those 
of the cam-based valve systems due to the completely different driven techniques of these two types 
of valve trains. Apart from considering this fact, however, it also should be noticed that one of the 
major differences of modeling the HVVA engine from modeling a cam-based engine is the 
interdependent behaviors of the valve system and the engine cycles are needed to be reflected.  
This is because the valve motions would be affected by the in-cylinder pressure, which could be 
varying significantly during a full engine cycle and is dependent on the outcome of the engine 
combustion processes. Therefore, an indispensable term of pressureF , which stands for the force that 
applies on the engine valve head due to the in-cylinder pressure, is needed to be considered while 
deriving the motion equations of the HVVA engine valves. 
With the parameters defined in Table 5, while letting 0x   indicate the position where the valve is 
completely seated and assigning the positive motion direction as the same direction as the valve's 
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opening motions, the valve lifts x  for both the intake and exhaust valves are physically modeled 
based on the governing equation of 
 
h h preload f pressure contactmx A P F kx F F F       (4.2) 
Table 5 Definitions to the parameters in Eq. (4.2) 
Definitions to the parameters in Eq. (4.2) 
m  Overall moving mass 
x  Valve lift 
hA  Effective area of the hydraulic piston 
hP  Pressure within the hydraulic cylinder 
k  Valve spring stiffness 
pressureF  
Resultant force on valve due to non-equivalent gas 
pressures on both sides of the valve head 
contactF  
Contact force between the engine valve and the engine 
body at both ends of the valve travel 
preloadF  Preload force of the valve spring 
fF  Frictions to the valve motion 
However, 
pressureF  does not apply as a constant force to the engine valve heads during the entire 
motion of the valves, it would dissipate rapidly after the valve opens to a certain tiny lift, at which the 
pressures at the top and back of the valve heads are equalized. Thus, in this research, 
pressureF  is 
modeled as to exist while the valve lift is no greater than a pre-decided threshold lift C, and 
disappears while the valve lift exceeds the threshold. For different engines, the threshold lift C is 
always needed to be tuned and determined through model calibrations by experiments. Accordingly, 




c v c v
pressure
P A P A when x C
F
when x C




with cP  and cP  representing the transient pressures within the cylinder and the inlet (or outlet for 
exhaust valve), vA and vA  as the corresponding effective areas at the front and back of the poppet 
valve head, while C indicates the pre-decided threshold lift. 
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Furthermore, the overall friction to the valve motions, 
fF , and the contact force between the valve 
and the hard stops at both ends of the valve travel, contactF , are found as 
 
max
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 (4.5) 
respectively, where kF  stands for the kinematic friction resulted from both the moving contacts 
between parts and the damping effects while the valve is in motion, and sF  is the static friction when 
the valve is stationary. 
Based on the abovementioned features of the HVVA system, the proposed HVVA engine model in 
this research is built in a way that is capable of capturing the characteristics of the HVVA system and 
realizing the interdependency of the HVVA system and the engine. The modeled throttle-less single-
cylinder engine mounted with the HVVA system in GT-Suite is shown in Figure 4.11. 
In addition, it is worth to mention that this HVVA engine model simulates the HVVA valve 
motions and the engine cycles under the same frequency and is capable of realizing the 
interdependency between the HVVA valve motions and the engine performance. Also, the simulation 
results are only to be retrieved and considered as valid after both the engine cycles and the HVVA 
valve motions have reached a steady state. 
As shown in Figure 4.11, the major sub-components of the model have been marked out and listed in 
below along with the elaborations to their main features. 
 The engine: The single-cylinder SI gasoline engine is modeled in this block. However, since the 
engine load will no longer be controlled via throttling, the throttle body module is removed from 




Figure 4.11 The GT-Suite model of the HVVA engine 
 The hydraulic intake/exhaust valves: As the same as the single-valve-set HVVA system modeling 
that was mentioned in the previous section, the hydraulic circuits for both the intake and exhaust 
valves are modeled individually.  
 The poppet valves: According to the governing valve equations of Eqs. (4.2-4.5), the resultant 
forces, as well as the displacements of the poppet valves, are modeled in this block with the 
maximum lifts of the intake and exhaust valves are capped at those of the original cam-based 
engine. 
 The Simulink Harness module: The Simulink Harness serves as a bridge for real-time data 
exchange between the GT-Suite model and the Simulink model in MATLAB. In fact, the 
simulation of the HVVA engine is initiated from the MATLAB-Simulink environment, in which, 
not only the GT-Suite model is initialized and called to simulate the engine performance, but also 
Engine 
Hydraulic Intake Valve 










the retrieved GT-Suite data are post-processed to compute the desired information, such as the 
IEGR rate, gas backflow at intake or exhaust valve and etc. Furthermore, this module grants the 
model the capability of performing the later-proposed GA optimization schemes that will be 
elaborated in the next chapter. 
Moreover, it is also essential to mention and explain the choice on the combustion model that is 
adopted in this research. Since that the engine performance is dependent on the overall outcome of 
the gas exchange process and the subsequent combustion process, a suitable combustion model that is 
capable of predicting the combustion scenarios resulted from different HVVA strategies is required. 
With the highly flexible valve motions provided by the HVVA system in this research, the turbulence 
intensity of the cylinder charge could be varying noticeably upon different valve timings, which 
would affect the subsequent combustion process and bring impacts to the engine performance. This is 
mainly because that the change of the in-cylinder turbulence takes an important role on the air-fuel 
mixing process and the flame propagation speed during combustion, which are straight related to the 
overall burn rate of the fuel and the combustion duration.  
Generally speaking, a stronger in-cylinder turbulence could lead to a better mixed air-fuel mixture 
and a shorter combustion duration, which would be eventually reflected by the resulted engine 
performance, e.g. higher engine output at full load operations, or less fuel consumption at partial load 
operations. As a result, the commonly used Spark-Ignition Wiebe Combustion Model (SIWiebe) for 
simulating the combustion process of SI engines turns out to be not suitable for use when modeling 
the HVVA engine in this research because of the impacts to the combustion process brought by the 
different motions of the HVVA system, such as the resultant changes in the in-cylinder turbulence 
intensity, residual gas fraction and etc. can hardly or even not be able to be reflected by a SIWiebe 
combustion model. The Spark-Ignition Turbulent Flame Combustion Model (SITurb), on the other 
hand, takes into account the in-cylinder air motions, fuel properties, SA, locations of the spark plugs 
when predicting the combustion process [110], hence, is considered as a more appropriate and 
capable option for modeling the combustion process in this research. 
By providing the geometry of the combustion chamber, the SITurb combustion model is fed with 
the turbulent intensity of the in-cylinder gas flow, which is evaluated by the embedded ‘EngCylFlow’ 
sub-model [110], together with the specified SA, AFR, spark locations and etc. when predicting the 
subsequent combustion process. This makes the SITurb combustion model capable of reflecting the 
resultant variations in the heat release rate, burn rate and knock intensity caused by different 
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conditions of combustion. Moreover, for performing more accurate model predictions to a specific 
engine, the internal parameters of the SITurb combustion models, such as the Flame Kernel Growth 
Multiplier, Turbulent Flame Speed Multiplier, Taylor Length Scale Multiplier and etc., can even be 
fine-tuned with the technique proposed in [56] through further calibrations if the detailed 
experimental data of the combustion processes are available. Therefore, the SITurb combustion 
model can provide a good estimation to the combustion process for realizing the engine performance 
resulted from the highly variable valve motions of the HVVA system, and is thusly proper for this 
research. 
4.4 Summary 
In this chapter, after conducting a series of prerequisite experiments along with the bench tests of the 
HVVA system and the baseline engine, the HVVA engine model is developed and calibrated. This 
model is able to realize the interdependency of the HVVA system and the engine cycle. In addition, 
the adoption of the SITurb combustion model can make the HVVA engine model to be able to reflect 
the impacts on the resultant engine performance caused by the variations of the valve motions and 
other considered operating parameters, which is a very essential and indispensable feature of the 
proposed HVVA engine model. 
Moreover, this proposed model is developed for performing GT-Suite and MATLAB-Simulink 






Model-based GA Optimizations for Improving the Power and Fuel 
Economy of the Unthrottled HVVA Engine1 
5.1 MATLAB-Simulink and GT-Suite Coupling Model-Based GA Structure 
The genetic algorithm (GA) is one of the most popular optimization methodologies among the big 
class of the evolutionary approaches. It is inspired by the natural selection of the nature that makes 
the fittest individuals survive throughout generations during the evolution and mutation processes of 
the breed. The GA is suitable for solving both the constrained and unconstrained global optimization 
problems despite the continuities of the objective (or fitness) functions. It also has been widely 
applied to the engine performance optimization problems [98-101]. Hence, the optimization strategies 
in this research are developed on basis of the GA approach. 
In this research, since the designed GA optimizer is functioned by MATLAB while the engine 
performance is simulated in GT-Suite, a MATLAB-Simulink and GT-Suite co-simulation is required 
to perform the optimization procedures. For a more visualized and clearer demonstration to the build 
of the entire model of this research, Figure 5.1 shows the illustrated GT-Suite and MATLAB-
Simulink co-simulation structure along with the data flow within. 
Furthermore, the detailed flowchart of the GA optimization scheme carried out by the MATLAB-
Simulink and GT-Suite co-simulation is shown in Figure 5.2, with the execution environments of 
each step being marked out as the icons shown next to the flow blocks. The detailed steps can be 
elaborated as follows: 
a. The main body of the GA optimization approach is coded and executed in MATLAB. The 
MATLAB performs initializations to both the GA and the Simulink model, then generates the 
initial population with each contained individual carries a set of the variables that are within their 
corresponding domains. 
b. All the individuals belonged to the current population are passed to the Simulink model one by one, 
in which the individuals are deciphered into the required input variables and fed to the GT-Suite 
model. 
_________________________ 
1 Refer to the "Statement of Contributions" for authorship details of the contents in this chapter. 
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c. The GT-Suite simulates the engine performance under the given parameters and exchanges the 
data with Simulink in real-time through the Simulink Harness Module. A module in the Simulink 
model observes the number of the current simulated engine cycle and retrieves the resulted 
performance data of the twentieth engine cycle from GT-Suite, which holds the effective 
information after the simulated engine and the HVVA system have both reached a steady 
operating state. 
d. The real-time data received by the Simulink are post-processed to calculate those concerned 
objects that could not be directly retrieved from the GT-Suite model. 
e. The core GA approach evaluates the fitness value of the current individual in MATLAB and 
passes out the next individual for repeating the steps from b to e until all the fitness values of the 
individuals in the current population are computed. 
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Figure 5.1 Illustration to the data flow within the GT-Suite and MATLAB-
Simulink co-simulation structure 
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f. The selection, crossover and mutation procedures of the GA approach are carried out by the main 
optimization algorithm written in MATLAB for creating a new population of the next generation 
after all the individuals in the current generation have been evaluated. The new population will 
then go through the steps from b to e unless the GA termination criterion is satisfied and no further 
generation is needed to be produced. 
g. The optimization procedure is completed when the termination criterion of the GA approach is met. 
The GA optimizer returns the best individual found in the progress and the optimum solution is 
considered to be identified. 
Start
Initializations to 
GA algorithm and 
Simulink model
New population of 
the next generation 
Initial population
Call GT-Suite to simulate the 
engine performance for each 
individual in the current population
All individuals
are evaluated?
Simulate the engine 
performance until a steady 
state is reached
Post-process to the 
returned data













Figure 5.2 Flowchart of the MATLAB-Simulink and GT-Suite co-simulation 
based GA optimization scheme 
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5.2 Power Optimizations at Full Engine Load Operations via Realization to 
Variable Otto Cycle (VOC) 
For full load engine operations, the adoption of the OC is favored over the AC due to the 
requirements of a full charge to the cylinder and a maximized ECR that could yield to the preference 
of greater engine output since the geometric displacement of the engine is fixed. With the cam-based 
valve trains, phase shifting VVT systems are commonly used to achieve a more satisfactory full 
charge to improve the VE according to the engine speed by shifting the cam phases to a more 
advanced or more retarded timing which would result in the same changes to the opening and closing 
timings to each of the valves.  
However, as mentioned earlier, longer valve opening durations are required for maximizing the 
engine's power performance at higher engine speeds, hence the engine's maximum output at different 
speeds could actually be further improved since the cam-based valve trains are mostly incapable of 
providing continuous variations to the valve opening durations which limits the potential for 
improvements. With the HVVA system, by individually altering the timings for each of the HPSV 
and LPSV for both the intake and exhaust valves, not only the valve timings, but also the valve 
opening durations can be continuously adjusted in terms of the crank angle degrees, providing even 
better valve motion events than those achieved by the cam phase-shifting techniques, and could lead 
to a further optimized engine performance via performing a variable Otto cycle (VOC). 
In order to better demonstrate the potential for power improvements at full load that could be 
achieved solely by optimizing the valve motions, which shows the importance of the valve motions 
and their impacts to the engine performance, and to identify the different resulting engine outputs 
from adopting the VOC and the original OC out of the same engine, the sparking angle and the air-
fuel ratio are initially left to be unchanged during the power performance optimizations in this section 
for the purpose of providing a clearer explanation to the proposed GA structure and a more fair 
comparison over the two implemented engine cycles. 
Since that the HVVA system can only control the TPA timings of the spool valves, by defining the 
vector   TPAHE, TPALE, TPAHI, TPALIu  as a single individual in the GA population that 
carries 4 genetic genes, which represent the TPA timings for the HPSV of the exhaust valve, LPSV of 
the exhaust valve, HPSV of the intake valve and LPSV of the intake valve in terms of crank angle 
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degree, respectively, the designed approach for performance optimization at full load operations can 
be described as maximizing: 
 ( , ) ( , )F u rpm Torq u rpm  (5.1) 
subject to: 
 80 180CA TPAHE CA   (5.2) 
 260 360CA TPALE CA   (5.3) 
 260 360CA TPAHI CA   (5.4) 
 480 560CA TPALI CA   (5.5) 
 ( , ) LIMITKI u rpm KI  (5.6) 
where the specified crank angle degrees are with respect to the corresponding crank angle of the 
engine piston at its TFDC, and Torq  is the resultant engine torque evaluated by the HVVA engine 
model built in GT-Suite under the operating parameters contained by the corresponding individual of 
u  and at the prescribed engine rpm . By using the method proposed by Douaud & Eyzat for 
calculating the induction time integral that is used for detecting cylinder knock [111], the knock 
intensity is then judged and evaluated by the knock index (KI), which is a phenomenologically-based 
crank-angle-dependent parameter developed by the Gamma Technologies [110] that is evaluated by 
Eq. (5.7) with all the parameters been defined in Table 6. 
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Table 6 Definitions for the parameter in Eq. (5.7) 
Definitions for the parameter in Eq. (5.7) 
  Equivalence ratio of the unburned zone 
M  KI multiplier 
unburnT  Bulk unburned gas temperature (K) 
aveI  Averaged induction time integral 
unburnr  Percentage of unburned in-cylinder gas mass 
cylV  Transient cylinder volume 
TDCV  Cylinder dead volume 
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Therefore, as is described by Eq. (5.6), the knock probability should be always constrained within an 
acceptable domain by keeping the evaluated KI under the limit value of LIMITKI , which is the KI 
value that is calibrated experimentally to correspond to the scenario when noticeable gentle knock 
occurs. 
Since that the non-linear constraint of Eq. (5.6) is needed to be eliminated in order to transform the 
current GA optimization problem into a non-constrained one, it is then paraphrased into an added 
penalty to the fitness function of Eq. (5.1). As a result, the appropriate GA approach for depicting this 
optimization problem is eventually designed and constructed in the form of minimizing: 
 
1
( , ) ( , )
( , )
F u rpm u rpm
Torq u rpm
     (5.8) 
subject to Eqs. (5.2-5.5), with   be found by 
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where KIW  and KIC  are indicating a weighting factor and a constant penalty, respectively. 
In Eq. (5.8),   stands for the calculated penalty that corresponding to the non-linear constraint of 
Eq. (5.6) under the given parameters, which has not only been weighted by KIW , but also been added 
with a constant penalty KIC . The weighting factor KIW  is functioning after being properly adjusted for 
assuring the GA optimization would come to an effective convergence without ignoring the constraint. 
The constant penalty KIC  is designed for providing a noticeable increment to the fitness to make the 
GA optimizer capable of identifying the unfitted solutions that violate the constraint on the knock 
limit without being mistaken by the relatively small penalties from unqualified individuals when 
performing selections. 
In addition, it is also worth mentioning that an over-wide search domain to the variables could 
result in a non-convergence to the GA approach or take an unnecessarily long time for the GA to 
identify the optimum throughout a huge number of redundant evaluations to the individuals that 
correspond to the valve timings do not even comply with the reality. Yet, an improperly tight domain 
would cause the real optimal solution to be never found. Thus, the domains of the variables in Eqs. 
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(5.2-5.5) are determined through multiple trials over reasonable guesses based on the comparison 
between the resultant valve timings and those from the common experiences.  
By initializing the GA with a crossover rate of 0.8, population size of 50 and elite rate of 0.1 under 
a prescribed accuracy of per CA degree to all the variables, the GA approach could reach to a good 
convergence at between 40 and 60 generations from multiple trials of the optimization. Figure 5.3 and 
Figure 5.4 present the performance of the GA operation and the convergences of all the variables at 
3600rpm engine speed, respectively.  
 
Figure 5.3 GA fitness convergence for performance optimization at 3600rpm 
 
Figure 5.4 Convergence of the variables during GA operation for the power 
optimization at 3600rpm 
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5.3 Fuel Economy Optimizations at Partial Engine Load Operations 
For the realizations to partial load operations, two different engine operation schemes are proposed in 
this section for improving the engine's fuel economy by performing unthrottled load controls. The 
corresponding GA optimizers are developed for identifying the considered operating parameters of 
the HVVA engine for both of the proposed engine operation schemes, and are elaborated in below. 
5.3.1 Realization to Unthrottled Engine Load Control with Tunable IEGR 
One of the proposed engine operation schemes for realizing the unthrottled engine load control of the 
HVVA engine is the adoption to the introduced Tunable IEGR feature. Although, theoretically 
speaking, the VE could be brought down significantly in order to achieve a desired low engine load 
from introducing a large IEGR rate to the engine cycles, the IEGR rate, however, can not be allowed 
to be over-set in reality. For those circumstances that the engine load cannot be guaranteed by 
operating the IEGR alone, an EIVC strategy is engaged to regain control towards the desired engine 
load. 
According to the restrictions to the IEGR implementation that was mentioned in Chapter 3, an over 
performed IEGR, especially at low engine loads, may cause considerable impacts to the flame 
propagation speed during the combustion process and could cause very unstable running of the engine. 
Such impacts can result in an abnormal drop of the engine thermal efficiency, or even lead to ignition 
failures. Therefore, a maximum feasible IEGR rate should be identified through experiments and 
specified before implementing the tunable IEGR feature.  
Moreover, due to the extremely high temperature carried by the burned gas could scorch or even 
inflame the intake manifolds, the gas backflow at the intake valves during the exhaust process is 
normally to be avoided for most of the engine cycle designs. Accordingly, the gas backflow at the 
intake valve is decided to be utterly prohibited over the entire engine cycles in this proposed engine 
operation scheme. 
However, as the introduced IEGR could cause noticeable variations to the period of the 
inflammation retardation and the combustion speed, the air-fuel equivalence ratio   (lambda) and 
the SA have to be optimized all together along with the valve motions in order to pursue greater 
improvements on the engine's fuel economy at partial loads. As can be seen from the definition of the 







   (5.10) 
where the actualAFR  is stand for the actual AFR that is adopted by the engine, while stoichAFR  
indicates the stoichiometric AFR, which is 14.7 for gasoline in this research, it is then easy to 
understand that when   equals to 1, the flammable mixture is at stoichiometry, with greater than and 
less than indicating a lean and a rich mixture, respectively. More importantly, since the raised in-
cylinder temperature and pressure by the IEGR could cause an increased knock probability to the 
engine combustion process [64], the prediction to the cylinder knock is also essential and needed to 
be taken into consideration in this section.  
Therefore, for the optimization scheme of this section, 6 variables are contained by a single 
individual in the GA. The proposed GA approach for fuel economy optimization at partial engine 
load from implementing the tunable IEGR feature is designed and elaborated as follows. 
By defining   TPAHE, TPALE, TPAHI, TPALI, SA, v   as the chromosome of the individuals in 
this GA optimization, the objective of optimizing the engine's fuel economy while taking account of 
the abovementioned constraints can be expressed by the GA optimization problem of minimizing: 
 ( , ) ( , )H v rpm BSFC v rpm  (5.11) 
subject to: 
 max( , )IEGR v rpm IEGR  (5.12) 
 ( , ) LIMITKI v rpm KI  (5.13) 
  , desired tolTorq v rpm T T   (5.14) 
 int ( , ) 0BFM v rpm   (5.15) 
 80 160CA TPAHE CA   (5.16) 
 330 520CA TPALE CA   (5.17) 
 280 380CA TPAHI CA   (5.18) 
 400 520CA TPALI CA   (5.19) 
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 50 10CA SA CA     (5.20) 
 0.9 1.2   (5.21) 
where desiredT , tolT  and maxIEGR  are representing the desired torque at the partial engine load, a pre-
described acceptable tolerance to the resultant engine torque with respect to the desired torque, and 
the maximum tolerable IEGR rate, respectively, while the intBFM  stands for the accumulated mass of 
the gas backflow at the intake valve over a single or multiple full engine cycles upon different 
preferences.  
Similarly, by eliminating the non-linear constraints of Eqs. (5.12-5.15), the GA optimization 
problem described by Eqs. (5.11-5.21) is then re-interpreted into a new GA task of minimizing: 
 ( , ) ( , ) ( , )H v rpm BSFC v rpm v rpm    (5.22) 
subject to Eqs. (5.16-5.21), with the ( , )BSFC v rpm  to be found by Eq. (5.23) while 
fuelr  and engineP  











  (5.23) 
The   in Eq. (5.22) is a designed overall penalty corresponding to the non-linear constraints 
resulted by the current individual, which is calculated by: 
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where W  is a weighting matrix of 1 2 3 4[ ]W W W W  applies to 1( , )f v rpm , 2( , )f v rpm , 3( , )f v rpm
and 4( , )f v rpm , respectively. staticP  is a designed static penalty for checking whether the constraints 
described in Eqs. (5.12, 5.13, 5.15) are satisfied, if not, a constant penalty that equals to the 
corresponding penalty value resulted from the actual torque at its maximum tolerance tolT  with 
respect to the desiredT  would be added to the fitness value. As a result, the compliance to all the 
constraints can be easily noticed by the GA approach for if any of the constraints is not satisfied, the 
  would end up with a value that is at least greater than the static penalty 3 /tol desiredW T T , hence a 
noticeable increment to the fitness is gained. 
The reason for introducing the term staticP  to the fitness function is to make the GA to be able to 
automatically pick out those solutions that do not satisfy the absolute restrictions of Eqs. (5.12, 5.13, 
5.15) in case the sum of the penalties from Eqs. (5.25-5.28) is small enough to be neglected by GA 
and make the corresponding unqualified individual to be granted with a higher priority of survival 
over those qualified ones through generations. Moreover, the translated expression of Eq. (5.27)  from 
Eq. (5.14) can further ensure the GA optimization procedure would stick to its true objective of 
minimizing the BSFC while the searching process of GA is coming to a final convergence with most 
of the survived individual have met all the constraints. This is because of the Eq. (5.27) holds the 
logic of letting the fitness value to be completely dominated by the ( , )BSFC v rpm  and ignoring the 
meaningless computed penalty while the actual torque is already within the tolerance, hence avoiding 
the risk of the searching to the lowest BSFC being screwed by the undesired penalties when all the 
constraints have been satisfied. 
Similar to the power optimizations from the previous case, the accuracies are set to per CA degree for 
the first 5 variables, but 0.001 for   in this section. The tolT  is set to be 0.05 Nm while a weighting 
vector of [1000 500 5000 50000]W   is determined as suitable based on many attempts and 
adjustments, and have proved that it could lead to a proper final convergence of the proposed GA 
approach. By increasing the population size to 70 and the generations to 100 instead of the 50 and 50 
from the previous power optimization case, an exemplary GA performance for optimizing the BSFC 
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at 7Nm partial engine load and 3600rpm engine speed is shown in Figure 5.5, with the maximum 
IEGR rate and KI are set to be 0.32 and 100, respectively. Figure 5.6 shows the related convergences 
to all the variables during the GA optimization progress while the compliances to all the constraints 
are presented in Figure 5.7. 
 
Figure 5.5 GA fitness convergence for fuel economy optimization at 7Nm/3600rpm 
 
Figure 5.6 Convergence of the variables during GA operation for the fuel 
economy optimization at 7Nm/3600rpm 
As can be seen from the Figure 5.7, the GA convergence is strictly bounded by all the designed 
constraints of Eqs. (5.12-5.15), which shows and proofs that the set of the optimized solution to all 
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the considered operating parameters found by the proposed GA approach is feasible and qualified in 
terms of the limitations to the maximum IEGR rate and knock index, as well as the objective on 
achieving the desired engine output and the restriction to the gas backflow at intake valve. 
 
Figure 5.7 Constraint checks during the GA operation for the fuel economy 
optimization at 7Nm/3600rpm 
In addition, a better demonstration on how does the introduced staticP  penalty helps the GA to 
discriminate the unqualified individuals by zoning their corresponding penalties apart from those of 
the qualified ones is explained in Figure 5.8. 
 
Figure 5.8 BSFC vs   during the GA operation for the fuel economy 
optimization at 7Nm/3600rpm 





5.3.2 Realization to Variable Atkinson Cycle (VAC) 
Apart from the implementation to the tunable IEGR feature mentioned in above, the other introduced 
operation scheme for achieving unthrottled partial load control of the HVVA engine while improving 
the engine's fuel economy is the realization to a fully variable Atkinson cycle (VAC) that is proposed 
in this section. 
In this proposed VAC operation scheme, the ECR and the effective expansion ratio (EER) can be 
adjusted simultaneously and consecutively to realize distinct ACs, which allows the engine to be able 
to attain different desired partial load at varying operating speeds without throttling. However, with 
the optimized ECR and EER, while taking the corresponding SA and AFR into consideration, the fuel 
efficiency can be increased so that the BSFC at the same speed-load operating point can be reduced 
comparing to that with the conventional throttled load control.  
The variations of the ECR and EER are accomplished by altering the intake and exhaust valve 
timings, respectively. On one hand, the cylinder charge and the ECR are controlled via different 
LIVCs, which make the cylinder to take a full charge during the intake stroke since there is no 
throttling, and push out a portion of the charge back into the intake manifold during the compression 
stroke. As shown in Figure 5.9, with a greater delay on the IVC (a-b-e-f-g), a smaller VE and ECR 
would be resulted for achieving a desired lower engine load. 
On the other hand, by changing the timings of the EVO, the EER is corporately adjusted along with 
the ECR, which makes the engine to always be able to adopt an efficient expansion process at any 
given load and speed, hence, higher thermal efficiency could be achieved. The principle to this was 
explained in the previous exhaust pumping loss reduction section in Chapter 3. Therefore, with the 
together-optimized EER and ECR, less positive work is needed to be produced during the power 
stroke for achieving the same required indicated work of the engine. In another word, a lower BSFC 
could be resulted by adopting the simultaneously optimized ECR and EER at any speed-load 
operating point of the engine while running in VAC. 
As aforementioned, the proposed VAC adopts an LIVC for regulating the VE instead of throttling. 
However, differ from most of the existing VAC schemes that are realized by cam-based valve trains 
or other types of complex mechanisms, this proposed VAC from utilizing the HVVA system shows a 
greater potential on improving the engine efficiency at partial load operations since the ECR and EER 
can be easily adjusted by altering the valve timings and opening durations in a continuous manner, 
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Figure 5.9 Illustration on achieving different VE and ECR for realizing 
unthrottled load control by running the HVVA engine in VAC 
Similar to the introduced GA optimization scheme from the earlier section, by defining all the 
considered operating parameters as a vector of   TPAHE, TPALE, TPAHI, TPALI, SA, v  , the 
corresponding GA optimization scheme for pursuing better engine fuel efficiency from realizing the 
VOC can be described as minimizing: 




 80 180CA TPAHE CA     (5.31) 
 280 360CA TPALE CA     (5.32) 
 280 360CA TPAHI CA     (5.33) 
 500 650CA TPALI CA     (5.34) 
 50 10CA SA CA       (5.35) 
 0.9 1.2   (5.36) 
 ( , ) desired tolTorq v rpm T T   (5.37) 
 int ( , ) 0 ( 380 )BFM v rpm when CA    (5.38) 
 ( , ) 0exhBFM v rpm   (5.39) 
 720 ( , )SA CA IVC v rpm    (5.40) 
where the exhBFM  and IVC are the accumulated backflow mass of the gas at exhaust valve and the 
resulted IVC of the engine. 
It can be noticed that the designed constraint for ensuring the knock probability would not exceed 
its limit is no longer needed in this section because the engine is very unlikely to knock while 
operating in VOC at partial load operations. Furthermore, since that the gas backflow at intake valve 
during exhaust processes is commonly prohibited for most of the engines due to the high-temperature 
exhaust gas may scorch the intake manifold or even inflame the air-fuel mixture within it, the Eq. 
(5.38) is thusly adopted as the constraint for such event by ensuring the accumulated backflow mass 
at intake valve, intBFM , is supposed to be maintained at 0 during the exhaust process. In addition, 
since that the fresh charge is needed to be pushed out from the cylinder during the compression stroke 
for realizing the Atkinson effects at partial engine loads, and the rejected fresh charge is not supposed 
to be mixed with the exhaust gas from an IEGR effect in the VAC operations of this section, the 
exhaust gas backflow at exhaust valve is also forbidden over the entire engine cycle. This is reflected 
by the Eq. (5.39). More importantly, as the engine is running in VAC realized by LIVCs, it is also 
crucial to guarantee that the sparking event should always occur no sooner than the actual IVC, hence, 
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the constraint of  Eq. (5.40) is indispensable in this optimization section for preventing the possible 
interferences between the SA and the actual IVC. 
Likewise, by paraphrasing the non-linear constraints of Eqs. (5.37-5.40), this optimization problem 
























subject to Eqs. (5.31-5.36). The functions of 1 2 3 4, , ,g g g g  are corresponding to Eqs. (5.37-5.40), 
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where intm  and exhm  are representing the gas mass flow rate at the intake and exhaust valve, 
respectively, while 0t , 380t  and 720t  are indicating the moments when the crank angle is at 0 , 380  
and 720 , respectively. These calculated penalties of Eqs. (5.42-5.45) are then weighted by the 
multipliers of 1 2 3 4, , ,C C C C  for ensuring all the constraints could be properly reflected in the fitness 
function of Eq. (5.41) without any of them being overlooked or become completely dominating when 
evaluating the fitness value, and eventually result in finding a set of feasible solutions throughout a 
natural GA convergence.  
After many attempts for identifying the feasible multipliers for this VOAC test engine, a set of 
values of  5000 50000 50000 120000  is found as a proper set for the multipliers, which could 
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lead to good GA convergences to the proposed fitness function in this section while having the 
optimizations to be effectively bounded by all the considered constraints. With a prescribed 
population size of 70, the proposed GA approach is able to reach to a satisfactory convergence within 
around 100 generations. An exemplary result of the GA optimization procedure at 3600rpm with a 
desired engine load of 9Nm is shown in Figure 5.10. 
 
Figure 5.10 GA fitness convergence at 3600rpm/9Nm operation point 
5.4 Summary 
In this chapter, a VOC engine operations scheme is proposed for fulfilling full load operations of the 
HVVA engine. Also, for realizing unthrottled partial engine load control, two different engine 
operations schemes are developed, namely the implementation to a tunable IEGR feature and the 
realization to the VAC. 
The GA optimization schemes for identifying all the considered HVVA engine operating 
parameters from adopting the introduced engine operation schemes are then proposed, which are 
carried out by the constructed MATLAB-Simulink and GT-Suite co-simulations. The proposed GA 
optimizers are designed towards the optimizations to the engine power performance at full load 
operations and fuel economy at partial load operations while considering the corresponding 




Optimized Result Analyses and Discussions1 
By adopting the aforementioned HVVA engine operation schemes and performing the corresponding 
GA optimizations, the simulated engine performances resulted from the optimized operating variables 
are demonstrated hereinafter along with their analyses and discussions. 
6.1 Optimized Results for Improving Power Performance at Full Load via 
Implementation to the Proposed VOC 
The power optimization results for the HVVA engine running at full load operations are presented in 
this section with the sampling points covering the entire engine working speed range of the test 
engine, 2000rpm to 3600rpm, with an interval of 400rpm. 
Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 demonstrate the comparisons over the resultant engine outputs and BSFC 
at full load operations achieved by 3 exemplary cases, which are the baseline engine running with its 
original cam sets at WOT working conditions, the HVVA engine running in VOC with 4 optimized 
operating variables (4Var) of the TPA timings of the spool valves, and the HVVA engine running in 
VOC with 6 optimized operating variables (6Var) that has taken the optimizations of the SA and 
Lambda into consideration in addition to the previously mentioned 4 operating variables of the 
HVVA system, respectively. 
 
Figure 6.1 Comparisons over the engine output among the 3 exemplary cases 
at full load operations 
_________________________ 




Figure 6.2 Comparisons over the resulted BSFC among the 3 exemplary cases 
at full load operations 
 The GA optimization procedure with these 2 additional variables can be easily performed by 
declaring the corresponding parameter ranges of the SA and Lambda as additional constraints to the 
introduced full load GA optimization scheme described by the Eqs. (5.1-5.6), and increasing the 
population size to 70 with each individual carries 6 variables instead of 4. In addition, the calculated 
percentages of the improvements on the engine output and the resulted BSFC with respect to those of 





Figure 6.3 Calculated percentages of the torque increments (a) and BSFC savings (b) with 
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As can be noticed from Figure 6.3, the power performance of the engine is increased across the 
entire operating speed range when running in VOC. Moreover, the corresponding BSFCs are not only 
maintained at the same level to those of the baseline engine, but also slightly lowered even, because 
of the actual valve timings are speed-dependently optimized to grant the engine with a greater VE, 
but simultaneously a smaller pumping loss over the entire engine speed range. In another word, the 
resulted VOC manages to deliver higher engine outputs in a more fuel-efficient manner comparing to 
the fixed OC of the baseline engine. In addition, with the 6Var optimization configuration, greater 
improvements of the engine output and fuel economy can be realized at higher speeds by 16.6% and 
5.6%, respectively, at maximum. This is due to the optimized SA and AFR could adjust the 
combustion phase to be taken place within the most efficient combustion period according to the 
given engine speed, and make the combustion process more complete and more quickly. However, 
the BSFC improvements with the 6Var configuration at lower engine speed are less than that with the 
4Var configuration. This is because the pursuit of greater improvements on the engine output at low 
engine speeds is achieved by sacrificing a portion of potential savings towards the fuel economy. 
Nevertheless, the optimized HVVA engine could still hold a better fuel economy than the baseline 
engine when running in VOC under full load operations while delivering noticeable increments to the 
engine output over the entire operating speed range. 
 
Figure 6.4 Zoomed pumping cycle view to the in-cylinder pressures of the baseline engine and 
the optimized HVVA engine under 3600rpm full load operations 
Also, it is worth to mention that the optimization results for the 4 TPA timings of the HVVA 
system are identical from performing the 4Var and 6Var optimization schemes, which is because both 
of these optimization procedures are sharing the same objective of minimizing the cycle pumping 
A portion of work loss 
during the power stroke 
Lower initial pressure for 
the passive exhaust process 
Saved pumping loss work 
during the exhaust stroke 




losses and maximizing the VE, simultaneously. In another word, the maximizations to the resultant 
output torque at full engine load are actually multi-objective optimization procedures that consist of 
these identical hidden sub-objectives no matter if the SA and Lambda were taken into consideration 
or not. 
To further explain this, an exemplary pumping cycle P-V diagram is presented in Figure 6.4 which 
shows the in-cylinder pressures of the baseline engine and the optimized HVVA engine under the 
condition of full load operations at 3600rpm engine speed. As can tell from the figure, the resulted 
pumping loss work during the exhaust stroke of the optimized HVVA engine is less than that of the 
baseline engine. However, it can also be noticed that with a further advanced EVO, a portion of the 
positive work is lost due to the pressure drop during the power stroke. All these observed features 
shown in this P-V diagram actually verifies the explained principle of the exhaust pumping loss 
reduction strategy that was proposed in Chapter 3. 
However, this can only be achieved by the capability of changing the opening durations of the 
valves, which, in this research, is granted by the HVVA system. If the EVO were advanced without 
extending the exhaust valve opening duration, by phase-shifting techniques of cam-based valve trains, 
for instance, the in-cylinder pressure would rise at the end of the exhaust stroke due to the fixed valve 
opening durations would cause a compulsive advance to the EVC, leading to a higher initial in-
cylinder pressure for the intake process and a relatively greater exhaust pumping loss comparing to 
those from implementing the optimized HVVA valve timings. 
Therefore, the optimized solution found by the proposed GA scheme is, in fact, an optimal set of 
the valve timings that would yield to an optimum balance between minimizing the overall pumping 
loss and maximizing the VE that could eventually contribute to a maximized engine output at any 
prescribed engine speed. 
   The optimized TPA timings for the HVVA system identified by the proposed GA approaches for 
fulfilling the VOC operations are depicted in Figure 6.5, along with the optimized SA and Lambda 
acquired from the optimization procedure conducted under a 6Var configuration. Furthermore, the 
resultant engine valve lift profiles are drawn in Figure 6.6. It can be noticed that both the intake and 
exhaust valve openings are prolonged in terms of CA degrees as the engine speed increases, which is 
benefit to perform a more complete exhaust process and bring in more fresh charge into the cylinder 
at higher engine speeds, even though the durations between their corresponding TPA-HPSV and 
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TPA-LPSV are shortened due to the characteristics of the HVVA system that the valve opening and 
closing durations would be elongated at higher engine speeds. 
 
Figure 6.5 Optimized variables for full engine load operations when running in VOC 
 
Figure 6.6 Resulted valve lift profiles of the HVVA engine and the baseline engine 
at full engine load operations 
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6.2 Optimized Results for Improving Fuel Economy at Partial Load Operations 
via Implementation to the Tunable IEGR Feature 
For the fuel economy optimizations achieved from implementing the tunable IEGR feature, the 
resulted BSFC under the exemplary 7Nm load point, are compared in Figure 6.7 between the 
optimized HVVA engine and the original baseline engine at different sampling engine speeds. The 
reduction on the BSFC after optimization could reach up to 15.8% at 3600 rpm engine speed, with a 
computed average at approximately 13.1% over the entire speed range. 
 
Figure 6.7 Comparison on the resulted BSFC between the HVVA Engine with 
IEGR and the original baseline engine with throttling at 7Nm load point 
The corresponding optimized operating variables are given in Figure 6.8 along with their resulted 
valve lift profiles presented in Figure 6.9. As can be noticed, the BSFC reductions at higher engine 
speeds are greater than those at lower engine speeds. This is mainly because not only the pumping 
loss reduced by implementing the HVVA strategy is becoming greater and greater as the engine 
speed increases, but also the fuel efficiency is increased more from adopting the optimized AFR and 
SA while more diluted mixtures and more advanced SA are used at higher engine speeds. Besides, the 
decrease of the friction loss led by the cam-less HVVA valve train is also one of the facts that 
contribute to the improvements on the engine's fuel economy, and this fact brings more effect on the 
reductions to the BSFC at higher engine speeds due to the increment to the valve train's friction loss 
is less with the HVVA system comparing to that with the cam-based valve trains. To better 
understand this, the following explanations are provided. 
For the HVVA engine, each spool valve is sitting on two bearings for supporting itself from both 
ends of its body with designed hydraulic lubrication at the contact surface of the spinning spool and 
its casing. Therefore, the friction loss of the HVVA valve system could be considered as coming from 
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or the corresponding variations on valve spring force, would not cause direct impact to the friction 
loss of the HVVA valve train. However, for the original baseline engine, the cam-based valve train 
suffers from the friction losses resulted from the camshaft, cam followers and other valve actuation 
mechanisms, such as push rods and rocker arms contained by the test engine of this research, which 
are the components that the HVVA system does not enclose at all. More importantly, the overall 
friction loss resulted by these components of the cam-based valve train would increase as the valve 
spring force increases whenever the engine valve gains an actual lift. In another word, the overall 
friction loss is also dependent to the external force that applies to the engine valve, which reveals the 
fact that the friction loss of the cam-based valve train was actually caused under the condition of 
being applied with external loads, hence, such overall friction loss could be significantly greater 
comparing to that of the HVVA system. 
 
Figure 6.8 Optimized TPA timings, SA and Lambda of the HVVA engine running with 























































Figure 6.9 Resulted valve lift profiles of the HVVA system implementing the IEGR 
for achieving the exemplary 7Nm partial load operations 
Furthermore, although that the friction losses of these two types of valve trains would both tend to 
increase as the engine speed increases, the friction loss increment of the HVVA system is still less 
than that of the cam-based valve train system. This is mainly because that according to the Newton's 
2nd Law, the accelerations of the engine poppet valve and all its related moving parts would become 
greater at higher engine speeds, which would result in a greater force that applies in the same 
direction as the force of the valve spring. Therefore, this fictitious force caused by the increased 
accelerations of the moving mass from the cam-based valve system could be considered as an extra 
load, which would lead to an increased friction loss of the valve train due to the reason that the 
overall friction loss of the cam-based valve train is dependent to it just as mentioned above. 
On the contrary, the HVVA system would not have this friction loss increment caused by the 
increased accelerations of the engine valves at higher engine speeds. Hence, this is also one of the 
reasons that the HVVA engine's fuel economy could be improved more at higher engine speeds 
comparing to that of the original engine. 
Additionally, in order to provide further explanations on the reductions to the BSFC from using the 
optimized IEGR operation configurations of the HVVA engine, more illustrations for showing the 
details of the full engine cycles are drawn. It is obvious to see from Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11 that, 
by adopting the proposed tunable IEGR strategy of the HVVA engine, not only the overall pumping 
loss of the entire engine cycle is significantly reduced, but also the flame speeds after ignition are 
increased while the injected fuel can be burned more efficiently to release the heat within a shorter 
CA degrees after the engine piston traveled beyond its TFDC. These improvements eventually lead to 
an increased ECR, reduced pumping losses and higher effective thermal efficiency of the engine. 
Therefore, less work is needed to be produced during the power cycle to reach to a desired partial 
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engine load. Moreover, in favor of the increased ECR that benefited from the IEGR feature, and the 
optimized SA, a leaner air-fuel mixture is allowed to be used, hence resulting in further reductions on 
the BSFC. The full engine cycle P-V diagram of Figure 6.12 provides an overall inspection to these 
facts and gives a more visualized comparison on the working processes between the HVVA engine 
and the baseline engine, which also directly shows a good agreement to the introduced principle of 
the IEGR feature that demonstrated in Figure 3.7. 
 
Figure 6.10 Comparison on the pumping loss at 7Nm/3600rpm achieved by the HVVA Engine 
with IEGR and the original baseline engine with throttling 
 
Figure 6.11 Comparisons on the corresponding apparent heat release rate (HRR) and 
flame speeds at 7Nm/3600rpm 
It can be observed from Figure 6.12, with the more advanced SA and increased ECR of the 






increased by approximately 5 bars compared with the 25 bars of the original engine, but also 
appeared at a piston position more close to the TFDC. Moreover, seen from the zoomed view of the 
pumping cycle, it can be as well recognized that the pumping loss is reduced significantly by 
implementing the unthrottled load control strategy with IEGR. As a matter of fact, all these noticed 
differences are actually contributing to an increment on the thermal efficiency of the engine under 
partial load, hence making the engine to be more fuel economical. 
 
Figure 6.12 Engine cycle P-V diagram at 7Nm/3600rpm 
6.3 Optimized Results for Improving Fuel Economy at Partial Load Operations 
via Adoption to the Proposed VAC 
In order to identify the overall tendency of the distinct ACs for achieving different partial engine load 
operations when running the HVVA engine in VAC, the optimized solutions to all the considered 
variables found by the proposed GA scheme are drawn in Figure 6.13 over a meshed grid of the 














Figure 6.13 Optimized variables for partial load engine operations achieved by VAC 
(a) TPAHE (b) TPALE (c) TPAHI (d) TPALI (e) SA (f) Lambda 
By running the HVVA engine in the proposed VAC mode with the optimized variables for 


































































improved comparing to the throttled baseline engine. Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 present a contrast 
on the resulted BSFC of the HVVA engine from adopting the optimized VAC to that of the baseline 
engine from using throttling. 
 
Figure 6.14 Resulted BSFC plots of the baseline engine across the speed-load map 
of the partial engine load operations via throttling control 
 
Figure 6.15 Resulted BSFC plots of the HVVA engine across the speed-load map of 
the partial engine load operations via VAC 
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As can be clearly noticed in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15, the highlighted contour, which encloses 
the most fuel efficient operation domain of the baseline engine, is considerably enlarged by the 
HVVA engine and covering almost the entire operating speed range, while the BSFC at the most fuel 
efficient operating domain of the baseline engine is further reduced. As a matter of fact, the resulted 
improvements to the fuel efficiency are not localized to specific regions, but in a global scale across 
the entire speed-load map. This can be more obviously observed in Figure 6.16, which visualizes the 
savings of the BSFC in percentage achieved by the HVVA engine running in VAC with respect to the 
baseline engine with throttling. 
 
Figure 6.16 Resulted decrements on the BSFC shown in percentage achieved by 
running the HVVA engine in VAC 
It can be seen from Figure 6.16 that greater improvements on the engine's fuel economy can be 
realized at relatively high-speed and low-load operating domains by running the HVVA engine in the 
optimized VAC, with a maximum saving of 11% on the BSFC noticed at the med-high-speed and 
mid-low-load operating domain. By retrieving the actual fuel consumptions achieved by the HVVA 
engine from all the sampling operating points, an average saving of the resulted BSFC over the entire 
sampling grid of the speed-load map is calculated at 16.1g/kW∙h. The resulted better fuel economy is 
in fact mainly benefited from the lowered pumping losses and the increased thermal efficiency of the 
unthrottled over-expansion engine cycles of the VAC. 
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6.4 Advanced Complex Implementations 
With all the proposed HVVA valve motion strategies in this research for realizing the unthrottled 
engine control, the HVVA engine is granted with the potential of carrying out different highly 
configurable engine operation schemes over difference preferences. Moreover, the engine operation 
schemes are not necessarily permanent and fixed to a tuned engine once been adopted, in fact, the 
HVVA engine can easily switch between different viable schemes or update its tunings upon 
requirements without performing any modification to the engine parts or the components of the 
HVVA system. Hence, knowing these potentials and benefits, some possible advanced complex 
implementations that could be performed by the HVVA engine are discussed hereinafter.   
6.4.1 Realization to Variable Otto-Atkinson Cycle (VOAC) 
With the proposed VOC and VAC engine operation schemes, a complex implementation of the 
realization to a variable Otto-Atkinson cycle (VOAC), which makes the HVVA engine to carry out a 
VOC at full load operations and a VAC at partial load operations via the continuous variations of the 
valve motions, is proposed. By running in VOAC, the HVVA engine can be granted the capability of 
delivering higher outputs at full load while being more fuel economical at partial load. 
In order to take an overall inspection and analysis over the related tendencies of the corresponding 
engine cycle variations when performing the optimized VOAC, the resulted EER and the EER-to-
ECR ratio at any given engine operation point are used for identifying and describing that specific 
engine cycle realized by the HVVA engine. It is easy to understand that the VOAC engine would be 
considered as running in OCs if the EER-to-ECR ratio is equal to 1, and in ACs if greater than 1, in 
theoretical. 
According to the previously presented VOC optimization results, Figure 6.17 shows the EER, ECR 
and EER-to-ECR ratio resulted from the optimized valve motion events at full load operations. As 
can tell from the figure, the value of the EER-to-ECR ratio is fairly stabled at 1 over the entire speed 
range, with only very tiny variations within the neighboring regions, which indicates that the HVVA 
engine is running in OCs. Actually, these variations are caused by the optimized HVVA valve motion 
events found by the proposed GA optimizer that could contribute to further improvements to the 
engine's overall indicated work. Take the sampling points at 3200rpm and 3600rpm for instance, the 
corresponding EER-to-ECR ratios are in fact less than 1, which implies that the EER has become 
smaller than the ECR under the optimized operations. The reason that the ECR is becoming smaller 
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and smaller as the engine speed increases is the fact that the IVC needs to be further retarded for 
achieving greater VE at high engine speeds has been picked up by the proposed GA optimizations. 
However, the optimizer also captured the principle of the work trade-off demonstrated in Figure 3.5, 
and recognized an optimized solution accordingly that eventually resulted in an even further 
advanced EVO. Consequently, the resultant EER-to-ECR ratio turns out to be actually possible to 
become less than 1. It should be noted that despite the EER-to-ECR ratio is moderately maintained as 
1 under the VOC operations, the EER and ECR have been changed substantially in order to make a 
better match of the current engine cycle to the engine speed, which could be comprehended as the 
effective displacement of the engine can be virtually altered when running in VOC, and this feature 
also reflects the major difference between the VOC and the conventional OC. 
 
Figure 6.17 Resulted EER, ECR and EER-to-ECR ratio of the HVVA engine running at 
optimized full load operations in VOC 
Similarly, according to the optimized results of the engine running in VAC, the corresponding EER 
and EER-to-ECR ratio maps over the entire sampled speed-load operation domain for partial load 
operations are presented in Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19, respectively. It is worth to mention that the 
magnitudes of the EER and the EER-to-ECR ratio at any speed-load operation point can 
characteristically represent the resultant AC that the HVVA engine is currently running, and a 
realized AC with a greater EER-to-ECR ratio basically infers that the degree of the Atkinson effect is 
higher. Therefore, for realizing different partial load operations by performing the VAC, the engine 
can actually be treated as equal as a group of AC engines with different displacements and degrees of 
the Atkinson effect are operating at their own WOT conditions, and each of them covers only 1 single 
speed-load operating points. In another word, the HVVA engine is able to be virtually converted into 
any specific type of AC engine with different displacements and degrees of the Atkinson effect when 
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operating in VAC, by means of the EER indicating the equivalent displacement and the EER-to-ECR 
ratio implying the degree of the Atkinson effect. 
 
Figure 6.18 Resulted EER of the HVVA engine running at optimized partial load operations 
while in VAC mode 
 
Figure 6.19 Resulted EER-to-ECR ratio of the HVVA engine running at optimized partial load 
operations while in VAC mode 
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It can also be observed from Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 that the EER varies from 6.6 to 8.4 across 
the speed-load map, with a general tendency of incrementing as the engine speed or load drops. 
Moreover, unlike the VOC operations, the EER-to-ECR ratio can reach up to 6.1 in VAC operations 
in order to meet the desired outputs of the HVVA engine at different engine speeds. 
Hence, by adopting the proper mode with the suitable optimized EER and ECR that summarized in 
above, the HVVA engine can realize a VOAC that could carry out different speed-load operations by 
running the engine in VOC or VAC that is featured by the capability of virtually altering the engine's 
effective displacement in a continuous manner. 
6.4.2 Achieving Partial Load Operations by Sectionalized Implementations to the 
Proposed HVVA Engine Operation Schemes 
Another possible complex implementation to the introduced HVVA engine operation schemes is to 
achieve different required partial load operations by adopting both the proposed tunable IEGR 
scheme and the VAC scheme over different speed-load operation zones of the same engine to achieve 
an even better overall fuel economy under partial loads. 
For instance, if a specific engine could only perform the tunable IEGR scheme at mid-load 
operations due to high knock probability at high-load regions and unstable combustion processes at 
low-load regions that could be resulted by the inappropriate IEGR ratios, the HVVA engine could 
easily switch over to the VAC scheme over those inapplicable regions of the IEGR scheme to 
maintain the unthrottled load control of the engine. On the contrary, whenever there was a section of 
the entire speed-load operation region that the VAC scheme would be considered as inapplicable (e.g. 
possible interference of the SA and IVC) or the fuel economy turned out to be worse than that from 
adopting the tunable IEGR scheme, the ECU of the HVVA engine can be programmed to adopt the 
tunable IEGR scheme whenever the engine is operating within this section while having the rest of 
the speed-load sections still running in VAC.  
As a matter of fact, by sectioning the entire speed-load operation map of a specific engine into 
multiple regions and adopting the only viable or the preferred better scheme out of the proposed two 
choices, respectively, the HVVA engine could receive a further optimized fuel economy with respect 
to the overall speed-load range of the engine. And theoretically speaking, the number of these 
sectionalized regions could go up to as many as desired. 
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Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the way of sectioning the speed-load operation map can 
also be determined according to functional preferences. For example, since the tunable IEGR scheme 
could benefit in lowing emissions (HC and NOx) [104] because of the EGR effect, for those engines 
that might have unacceptable emissions over certain speed-load operation regions, the HVVA engine 
could force an adoption to the tunable IEGR scheme to make the performance with respect to 
emissions as the top priority over such regions instead of the fuel economy. 
6.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the resulted engine performances from adopting the optimized operating parameters of 
the HVVA engine under different proposed operating schemes are presented and compared with 
those resulted by the baseline engine. Analyses to the observed improvements are also conducted for 
providing better explanations and proofs by principles. In addition, the discussions over the advanced 
complex implementations of the HVVA engine are made, which further reveals the potential of the 
HVVA engine from flexibly utilizing its extraordinary configurability for achieving better engine 
performance upon specific preferences in terms of power, fuel economy, and even emissions, for 






7.1 The HVVA Engine Test Bench Assembly 
Based on the abovementioned studies of this research, a testing HVVA engine is converted from a 
single-cylinder gasoline engine and assembled together with the designed engine test bench1. Seen by 
the illustrative structure of the HVVA system set up shown in Figure 7.1, two sets of the HVVA 
system are adopted for controlling the intake and exhaust valve of the engine, respectively, with the 
rotational motions of all the spool valves acquired from the crankshaft of the engine.  
As shown in Figure 7.2, which is the actual assembly of HVVA system, four servo motors are 
attached to each of the spool valves through worm gears for adjusting the TPA timings. In addition, 






















Figure 7.1 Illustrative layout of the HVVA system for the test engine 
_________________________ 




Figure 7.2 Actual assembly of the HVVA system for the test engine 
The original single-cylinder gasoline engine, which was equipped with a mechanical system for 
ignitions, a carburetor for fuel feeding, and a butterfly throttle for load control, has been significantly 
modified and become capable of performing unthrottled engine control with variable spark timing 
and AFR functionalities. 
 
Figure 7.3 The modified single-cylinder gasoline engine 
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As shown in Figure 7.3 of the converted HVVA engine, instead of the original cam-based valve 
system with push rods and rocker arms, the engine is now mounted with the hydraulic actuators at the 
cylinder head, which are attached with position sensors to each of them for monitoring the valve lifts, 
for driving the engine valves. Moreover, the original carburetor is replaced by an electric fuel 
injection (EFI) system that could feed the engine with any desired amount of fuel per engine cycle to 
achieve AFR control. In addition, a digital spark ignition (DSI) system is adopted for configuring the 
SA for providing the capability of adopting different spark timings, and a knock sensor is attached to 
the engine body for picking up possible cylinder knock. 
 
Figure 7.4 Detailed demonstrations to some of the key components 
(a) Hydraulic cylinders and valve displacement sensors, (b) Knock sensor, (c) ECU 
and signal cables, (d) Spool valve position sensors, (e) Crankshaft encoder 













Both the EFI system and the DSI system are hooked up to a newly added configurable ECU along 
with other related components, such as the crankshaft encoder, the exhaust temperature sensor and the 
oxygen sensor. To show better the details of the converted HVVA engine in this experiment and its 
specialized components, more pictures are demonstrated in Figure 7.4 showing some of the 
components and related sensors of the HVVA engine in zoomed views. 
By having all the sensors, servo motors, and the ECU connected to an open-access control desk, 
known as the dSPACE, the engine test bench can be digitally controlled and the readings from all 
installed sensors can be monitored in real-time. In addition, the engine crankshaft is also connected to 
a dynamometer for observing the engine output.  
Finally, the overall experimental set up for conducting the HVVA engine tests is constructed as 
shown in Figure 7.5. 
 




7.2 Running the HVVA Engine with Proposed Valve Motion Strategies 
With the constructed HVVA engine test bench, the proposed HVVA strategies are carried out one by 
one via designed experiments to realize the corresponding engine operations. However, due to the 
prototype nature of the HVVA system, the assembled HVVA test engine is not suitable for long-time 
running and high-speed operations, hence, the engine testing speed is set at 1000rpm for all the 
designed experiments in this section. 
Besides, for the same reason, the overall mechanical loss caused by the prototype HVVA system 
adopted in the current test bench set up is also greater than expected. Therefore, in order to exclude 
this exaggerated overall mechanical loss of the prototype HVVA system, which could actually be 
significantly reduced in an improved HVVA system for real applications, the corresponding 
mechanical loss of the adopted HVVA system at 1000rpm engine speed is estimated experimentally 
by driving the engine with only the dynamometer while leaving both intake and exhaust valves open, 
and is ruled out from the acquired experimental results. 
7.2.1 Full Engine Load Operations 
For validating the potentials of granting improvements to the engine's power performance from 
utilizing the HVVA system, the following experiments and results are performed and shown. 
By tuning the TPA timings of the HVVA engine, a set of the resulted valve lift profiles, which is 
deliberately adjusted via experiments to match its valve timings to those of the cam-based baseline 
engine, are used as a base reference and shown in Figure 7.6. The reason that these specific valve 
timings are adopted by the baseline engine is that they are considered as optimized with respect to a 
specific or a certain range of the engine speed that the designer thinks the baseline engine would most 
likely to run at for most of its practical operations. However, since the baseline engine is designed for 
an operating speed range of 2000rpm to 3600rpm, it is clear that these valve timings are not the 
optimized ones for the full load engine operation at the exemplary testing speed of 1000rpm. 
Therefore, by implementing the proposed VOC power optimization strategy of the HVVA system 
that alters the valve timings and opening durations according the engine speed, a set of optimized 
TPA timings, which would lead to optimized valve motions for realizing the full load operation of the 
HVVA engine at the exemplary 1000rpm speed, is identified by the proposed GA optimizer and listed 




Figure 7.6 Experimentally tuned valve lift profiles for matching the valve timings to 
those of the baseline engine at 1000rpm 
Table 7 Optimized TPA timings for full load operations at 1000rpm 
Optimized TPA timings for full load operations at 1000rpm 
TPAHE 146 CA⁰ 
TPALE 308 CA⁰ 
TPAHI 347 CA⁰ 
TPAHE 486 CA⁰ 
In order to make fair comparisons and avoid the risk of causing cylinder knock, the HVVA engine 
is running at the stoichiometric AFR of 14.7 for both the tests of utilizing the base valve timings and 
the optimized valve timings at 1000rpm/full load operation. The measured torques at the 
dynamometer from both the tests are compared and shown in Table 8 with the observed optimized 
engine valve lift profiles demonstrated in Figure 7.7.  
Table 8 Comparisons over the engine outputs for 1000rpm/full load operations between the two tests 
Comparisons over the engine outputs for 1000rpm/full load operations 
between the two tests 
Measured torque with base valve timings 3.2 Nm 




Figure 7.7 Simulated and observed valve lift profiles with the optimized valve 
timings for 1000rpm/full load operation 
By subtracting the equivalent resistance torque corresponding to the aforementioned mechanical 
loss of the HVVA system from the mean torque measured by the dynamometer, the effective HVVA 
engine output at 1000 rpm/full load operation with the optimized VOC valve motions is calculated at 
around 8.2 Nm, an increment 12.3% with respect to the calculated 7.3 Nm of the engine running with 
the fixed default valve timings under the same AFR. This increment is mainly contributed by a less 
advanced EVO, which made the expansion process more complete and efficient at such low engine 
speed, and a reduced LIVC, which eliminated the undesired gas backflow at the intake and increased 
the VE. Also, it should be again pointed out that such noticed performance improvement is not 
achieved by simply shifting the timings of the intake and exhaust valves, but altering their timings as 
well as their opening durations independently, which is able to be performed by the HVVA system 
but not able to achieve by the cam-based mechanism of the baseline engine. In another word, even 
granting the cam-based valve system of the baseline engine with a VVT technology that allows the 
cam to make shifts of the valve timings, the potential improvements to the power performance that 
could be gained by the same engine would not be as great as that from using the HVVA system with 
the proposed VOC strategy. 
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7.2.2 Unthrottled Partial Load Operations 
Similarly, for partial engine load operations, both the proposed IEGR scheme and the VAC scheme 
are performed via bench tests of running the HVVA engine at the chosen exemplary engine speed of 
1000rpm. To validate the potential benefit of gaining better fuel economy via implementing the 
unthrottled engine load control from adopting these proposed valve motion strategies, the following 
experiments are conducted. 
Same as the previous-mentioned experiments for power improvement validations, for fair 
comparison reasons, a base reference is set by running the engine under a certain partial load via 
throttle control under the same base valve motions that shown in Figure 7.6 at also the stoichiometric 
AFR of 14.7. With a 46% throttle opening, the measured output at the dynamometer of 1.1 Nm under 
the test engine speed of 1000rpm, which indicates a 5.2 Nm effective engine output after excluding 
the estimated mechanical loss, is determined as the reference partial load operation. 
Then, to achieve the same partial engine load of the reference operation via the proposed HVVA 
valve motion strategies for unthrottled engine load control, corresponding GA optimizations are 
conducted. Error! Reference source not found. and Table 10 list the identified TPA timings of 
implementing the IEGR scheme and the VAC scheme for realizing the reference partial engine load 
operation, while the resultant valve lift profiles from both the simulations and experiments are shown 
in Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9, respectively. 
Table 9 Optimized TPA timings for partial load operations at 1000rpm/5.2 Nm using IEGR scheme 
Optimized TPA timings for partial load operations at 
1000rpm/5.2 Nm using IEGR scheme 
TPAHE 122 CA⁰ 
TPALE 372 CA⁰ 
TPAHI 355 CA⁰ 
TPAHE 443 CA⁰ 
It should be noticed that the throttle positions are always maintaining at WOT when conducting the 
IEGR scheme and the VAC scheme experiments for achieving the same reference partial load of 
1000rpm/5.2 Nm since the engine load is no longer controlled by the throttle position. However, the 
engine is now able to run at leaner mixtures under both proposed strategies, with an AFR of 16.1 for 
the IEGR scheme and 16.3 for the VAC scheme, which are satisfactorily close to the optimized 
Lambda values of 1.13 and 1.16, respectively, that identified by the GA optimizer. The mean torque 
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measured at the dynamometer is at 1.3 Nm for the IEGR scheme, and 1.0 Nm for the VAC scheme, 
which are indicating an effective engine output of 5.4 Nm and 5.1 Nm, respectively. 
Table 10 Optimized TPA timings for partial load operations at 1000rpm/5.2 Nm using VAC scheme 
Optimized TPA timings for partial load operations at 
1000rpm/5.2 Nm using VAC scheme 
TPAHE 118 CA⁰ 
TPALE 279 CA⁰ 
TPAHI 346 CA⁰ 
TPAHE 545 CA⁰ 
Moreover, it is worth to explain that since the nozzle of the EFI system feeds the fuel at a fix 
frequency while under the same engine speed that inject only once per engine cycle, and the amount 
of fuel that are fed to the engine per engine cycle is controlled by the duty cycle of a fuel injection 
square wave embedded in the built-in EFI controller that automatically adapts according to the 
calculated real-time measurements from the oxygen sensor at the exhaust and ensures the AFR is 
always maintained at the desired value. Hence, the resulted lean mixture in the performed 
experiments are not achieved by taking excessive fresh air charge, but reducing the fuel feeding rate, 
which means the engine's fuel consumption is actually lowered while running with lean mixture than 
stoichiometric. 
 
Figure 7.8 Simulated and observed valve lift profiles with the optimized valve timings 
for 1000rpm/5.2 Nm operation achieved by IEGR scheme 
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To better understand the results of the performed experiments, the following explanations are 
provided. On one hand, as been explained in the previous chapter, the proved better fuel economy at 
partial load operations from utilizing the IEGR scheme in this experiment is mainly benefited from 
the lowered pumping loss, which improves the engine's mechanical efficiency, and the increased in-
cylinder temperature and pressure after compression, which increases the engine's thermal efficiency, 
resulted by the IEGR process. On the other hand, beside the same reason of the lowered pumping 
losses, the experimentally revealed potentials to the improvements on the engine's fuel economy 
when running the HVVA engine with the VAC scheme is the realization to the over-expansion effect. 
 
Figure 7.9 Simulated and observed valve lift profiles with the optimized valve 
timings for 1000rpm/5.2 Nm operation achieved by VAC scheme 
In all, by conducting all the partial load test experiments, it can be concluded that these performed 
experiments demonstrated the HVVA engine with the unthrottled engine load control valve motion 
strategies is not only able to realize the reference partial engine load operations without throttling, but 
also proved that the engine could actually run at leaner air-fuel mixtures and gain better fuel economy 





In this chapter, the actual build of the prototype HVVA engine and the engine test bench are 
introduced. The prototype HVVA engine is firstly tested with the valve timings of the baseline engine 
to verify that the HVVA system is able to operate properly on the test engine. 
Then, by conducting the designed exemplary experiments, not only that the proposed GA 
optimization methodologies have been verified as valid for identifying the considered operating 
parameters of the HVVA engine, but also the experiment results have qualitatively proved that the 
HVVA engine could actually achieve higher power performance for full load operations by running 
in the proposed VOC scheme, and gain better fuel economy for partial load operations by adopting 





Conclusions and Future Work 
8.1 Conclusions 
In this research, by replacing the cam-based valve train with the HVVA system of a single-cylinder 
gasoline engine, improving potentials for the power and fuel economy performances of the engine 
were explored. The converted single-cylinder engine was carefully modeled in GT-Suite for 
physically simulating the resultant engine performance and the behavior of the HVVA system. 
Thanks to the high adjustability provided by the HVVA system in terms of its continuously variable 
valve motions, several base HVVA valve motion strategies for full load and partial load operations 
were developed, and together evolved into the proposed VOC scheme, tunable IEGR scheme, and the 
VAC scheme. 
Corresponding to each of the proposed engine operation schemes, a series of GA optimizations 
were developed considering all the constraints using co-simulation of MATLAB-Simulink and GT-
Suite to identify the optimal operating parameters of the HVVA engine for achieving different 
objectives under different engine working conditions. In order to make the unthrottled HVVA engine 
run at different desired engine operations, the proposed GA-based optimization schemes were 
implemented for optimizing the corresponding HVVA valve motion events, as well as the SA and 
AFR of the engine for both the full load and partial load operations. With these optimized operating 
parameters, the HVVA engine was then able to perform all the proposed operation schemes upon 
different choices of preferences, featuring noticeable improvements on the maximum outputs and 
overall efficiency of the engine. 
In summary, the following benefits and improvements were achieved from using the HVVA 
system and the proposed methods discussed in this thesis over a cam-based naturally aspirated engine: 
 Unthrottled load control. The engine load is no longer controlled by choking the intake processes 
with throttle but by adopting the proposed engine operation schemes, namely the VOC, the VAC, 
and the tunable IEGR schemes, which can grant the engine with the potentials of achieving 




 Variable Otto cycle. By running the HVVA engine in VOC at full load operations with the 
optimized operating parameters found by the proposed MATLAB-Simulink and GT-Suite 
coupling GA optimizations, a calculated average of 13.5% improvement to the engine's output 
across the operating speed range was revealed. The resulted BSFCs, however, were even slightly 
reduced. A maximum output increment of 16.6% was recognized at 3600 rpm engine speed by 
the simulations while having the corresponding BSFC been lowered by 5.6% comparing to those 
of the baseline engine. 
 Tunable IEGR feature. With the unthrottled load control realized by the proposed HVVA 
strategy with IEGR, the engine's fuel economy at partial load operations can be improved. The 
simulation results at the 7Nm load point were presented as an example, showing an average 
saving of 13.1% on the resulted BSFC can be achieved over the entire speed range of the engine 
with a maximum reduction of 15.8% at 3600 rpm when adopting the operating parameters 
optimized by the proposed GA approach. 
 Variable Atkinson cycle. The alternative operation scheme for fulfilling partial engine load 
operations beside the proposed tunable IEGR implementations is the proposed VAC, which could 
contribute to an average saving on the resulted BSFC at approximately 16.1g/kW∙h over the 
entire sampled speed-load map according to the simulated results. The resulted BSFC of the 
HVVA engine running at all the sampled speed-load operations while in the VAC mode were 
found by the simulations and showed the potential improvement to the engine's fuel economy 
could reach up to 11% when the engine runs at around the mid-high speed and mid-low load 
operations. 
 High flexibility on achieving different engine tunings and convenient way for their 
implementations. Running in either the proposed VOC, tunable IEGR or VAC schemes, the 
HVVA engine is able to continuously adjust its valve motions, EER and EER-to-ECR ratio for 
fulfilling the desired speed-load operations upon different preferences of the engine performances. 
With such high flexibility, it could become much easier when the engine needs to update its 
current tuning or switch among up to as many as is needed pre-tuned modes with different 
specialized characteristics, since there is no need for hardware modifications or common types of 
complex mechanisms for realizing IEGR, VVT or VCR. Furthermore, the characteristics of the 
engine can even be easily updated by re-programming the ECU to meet better with any possible 
new requirement towards different performance preferences of the engine, e.g., maximizing the 
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engine outputs at full load operations while considering the fuel efficiency to be maintained at 
above a certain level, or switching to a priority of achieving lower emissions under certain 
specified speed-load operation regions. Also, the related parameters, such as the HVVA valve 
motion events and other considered engine operating parameters, could be identified by using the 
proposed GA structure with specific-purpose-customized individuals, fitness function and 
constraints etc. 
8.2 Future Work 
Based on the work of this research, potential future work could be focused on the following tasks: 
 To take better account of the turbulence and swirl variations of the gas flow, and provide more 
realistic estimations to the combustion process, the work of enclosing both a 3-D combustion 
model and a set of 3-D manifold models into the current HVVA engine model for acquiring more 
accurate and detailed combustion estimations could be conducted. By using the 3-D models, the 
pressure wave actions along the intake and exhaust manifolds could be more accurately noticed, 
as well as their subsequent impacts to the engine combustion processes. This would result in an 
acquisition to a set of better-optimized parameters after conducting the GA optimizations, which 
could diminish the error between the simulated and the actual performances of the engine. 
 Apart from the proposed tunable IEGR scheme in this research, which adopts LEVCs to realize 
the IEGR effect, the alternative approach for achieving the IEGR functionality via EEVCs and 
LIVOs could also be studied and enclosed as another IEGR implementation scheme of the HVVA 
engine. By knowing and comparing the pros and cons of these two IEGR schemes, the engine 
would be able to benefit more by intelligently switching between these two schemes over 
different engine working conditions when IEGR is required. 
 By adopting a more detailed and more accurate combustion model, and having the estimations to 
the emissions been well calibrated with the access to the specialized equipments for retrieving 
qualified data of measured emissions, new GA schemes for achieving the specific focus on 
lowing the engine emissions could be developed. Furthermore, by taking separate considerations 
on both the warm-engine scenario and the cold-start scenario, this new HVVA engine operation 
scheme for lowing the engine emissions could be better developed and could be used for 
constructing new complex implementations. 
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 Since the work of this research was conducted on the basis of naturally aspirated SI engines, the 
developments to the proper operation schemes for turbo-charged engines and even for 
compression ignition engines could also be considered as valuable objectives in the future. In 
addition, for multi-cylinder engines, even more complexed valve motion strategies could be 
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The simplified valve-lift-profile-based gas exchange model is able to estimate the resultant VE, EGR 
rate and total pumping losses under the given inputs, which are the engine speed, valve lift profiles 
and the in-cylinder pressure at EVO. The governing equations for describing the relationships among 
the key variables are written in Eqs. (9.1-9.4) with the definitions to the parameters listed in Table 11. 
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Table 11 Nomenclatures for Eqs. (9.1-9.4) 
Nomenclatures for Eqs. (9.1-9.4) 
V  Total In-cylinder Volume upP  Upstream Pressure 
d  Diameter of the Piston downP  Downstream Pressure 
CV  Cylinder Dead Volume k  Specific heat capacity ( / 1.4P Vk C C  ) 
x  Piston Displacement   Crank Angle Degree 
exhA  
Effective Valve Opening 
Area of the Exhaust Valve 
intA  
Effective Valve Opening Area of the Intake 
Valve 
l  
Length of the Connecting 
Rod 
1Cd  Discharge Coefficient of the Exhaust Valve 
r  Length of the Crank Arm 2Cd  Discharge Coefficient of the Intake Valve 
exhm  
Gas Mass Flow at 
Exhaust Valve 
1  
Average Density of the Gas that Flows Through 
the Exhaust Valve under Upstream Conditions 
intm  
Gas Mass Flow at 
Intake Valve 
2  
Average Density of the Gas that Flows Through 
the Intake Valve under Upstream Conditions 
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In this model, apart from all the prerequisite calculations and all the geometric specifications of the 
engine components, the inputs are the valve lift profiles, engine speed and in-cylinder initial exhaust 
pressure. In order to make a better capture to the gas exchange processes of any specific engine, the 
model is embedded with several look-up tables, such as discharge coefficient maps and in-cylinder 
gas temperature increment map, which are obtained from experimental tests and could indicate some 
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Figure A.1 Simplified illustrative chart of the model 
The model was validated by a set of experimental data acquired from a 4-cylinder engine tests. Figure 
A.2 shows the tendencies of the simulated volumetric efficiency and the experimental measurements 
of the test engine, and it can be observed that they are fairly in agreement to each other. 
 




As the effective power of the engine 
eP  can be expressed as a function of the engine output torque T 
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  (9.6) 
where 
meP , hV , i  and   indicate the mean effective pressure, piston displacement, number of 
cylinders and number of strokes per engine cycle, respectively. By equating Eq. (9.5) and Eq. (9.6), 
and solving for T, Eq. (9.7) and Eq. (9.8) are derived. 
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Table 12 Nomenclatures for Appendix B 
Nomenclatures for Appendix B 
T Engine output torque 
fuelQ  
Total energy contained by the fuel 
injected per cylinder per engine cycle 
hV  Piston displacement i  Indicated thermal efficiency 
n  Engine speed bg  Mass of the injected fuel per cylinder 
per engine cycle 
  Number of strokes per engine cycle uH  Fuel heating value 
eP  Effective power of the engine   Excess air coefficient 
meP  In-cylinder mean effective pressure lm  Actual intake gas mass per cylinder per 
engine cycle 
i  Number of cylinders 0l  Theoretical air-fuel ratio ( 0 1 2:l c c ) 
miP  Mean indicated pressure v  Volumetric efficiency 
m  Mechanical efficiency s  Density of the fresh gas under the status 
of the intake manifold 
iW  Indicated work per cylinder per 
engine cycle 
0m  Theoretical total fresh gas mass for 
filling up the displacement volume 
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Then, with the nomenclatures listed in Table 12, the in-cylinder mean effective pressure 










      (9.9) 
By substituting the expression of fuelQ  for gasoline engines, which is found by 
 
2 0 2 2
1 2 1 2 1 2
v v h s
fuel b u l u u u
c m c V c
Q g H m H H H
c c c c c c
  
  
   
  
 (9.10) 














Eventually, by substituting Eq. (9.11) into Eq. (9.8), the relationship between the engine output torque 











Since for the same engine running under a certain type of engine cycle, all the other variables remain 
as constants in Eq. (9.12) except for 
v  
and 
i . However, i is majorly affected by  , and only 
has a negligible varying due to the change of 













Therefore, it can be considered that the engine output torque is directly proportional to the volumetric 
efficiency. 
 
vT   (9.14) 
 
